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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, March 21, 1946
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LEADERS OF PRINCETON POST, V. F. W.

Rosenthal, Caldwell Chairman, Asks
People To Help Handicapped Children

15-Year Term Is
Given Negro In
Death Of Soldier

The annual fund raising campaign of the Kentucky Society
for Crippled Children will open
March 22, with a membership
drive and Easter Seal sale, Lewis
Herndon, 1,,ouisville, State chairman, announced. With a goal of
$125,000 to be raised this year
the drive will continue through
April 21: Easter Sunday.
Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, chairman
for Caldwell county, emphasized
the fact that the Society assists
children crippled from all causes,
and asked the people of this
county to buy Easter Seals and
memberships and give a crippled child a chance to grow up
like other youngsters.
Stressing the need for these
funds Dr. Rosenthal pointed out
that the Society, which supplements work of the Kentucky
Crippled Children Commission,
is the only State-wide private
agency acting as a clearing house
for all crippled children activities. Its objectives are to help
provide adequate hospital, clinical, medical care for the crippled children of Kentucky.
Although
more than 11,000
crippled children have been
treated, there is a waiting list
of approximately 3,000.
Dr. Rosenthal said there is
also need for money to build
and equip a convalescent home
on ground already bought near
Lexington. Plans for the home
have been drawn and construction will begin as soon as possible.
Funds are needed, too, for establishment of a curative workshop in Louisville and a training program for homebound cripples. This activity will be extended throughout the state as
rapidly as possible.
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Hospital Campaign Gains Momentum
Most recent organization to signify
lively interest in pressing forward on
the new Princeton Hospital campaign in
ie recently organized Junior Chamber
of Commerce, whose enthusiastic and
energetic members can and will aid very
materially when the financial solicitation
gets under way, April 15.
Throughout the community there is
considerable evidence of growing interest
In this movement and, happily for all
concerned, of more individuals making it
their business to inform themselves its
to what the community actually needs
In the way of modern health facilities
and also, what it can support.
Under provisions of the Hill-Burton
bill, passed by the United States Senate
recently and only last week given final
consideration by the House of Representatives committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Princeton may eventually come in for a share of a $75 million
fund, if the community can meet requirements set up by the State agency
which will carry out the purpose of the
federal act. But this lies in the future
and, as we see it, the great need now is
for this community to conduct its own
financial campaign, get money actually
In hand . .. and then seek such federal
aid as can be obtained.
The Hill-Burton bill sets up the sum
of $5 million to be used for conducting
surveys of community health conditions
and needs, "to remain available until expended." Already, we are advised, many
cities have conducted such surveys and
filed applications in Washington and with
state agencies for considerably more than

V

the total sum which will be provided by
the 'measure when it becomes law.
No survey has been made here and it
may be none can be made in time to permit a local application for funds deriving
from the Hill-Burton bill.
All money to be provided by the HillBurton bill is subject to control of the
properly designated State agency in each
instance. This agency in Kentucky is
the State Department of Health. It can
have the say about relative needs of communities applying for money grants, under terms set forth by the bill.
In a letter received from Congressman
Noble J. Gregory last weekend, The
Leader editor was advised "the House
committee had no survey from any state"
and, in Mr. Gregory's opinion, "when
the bill is eventually enacted, there will
be a very good opportunity to obtain aid
for such needs as those of Princeton".
This depends in part upon what sort
of community yardstick the State Department of Health sets up, for obviously
the money to be appropriated will not
go far toward building all the hospitals
cities and towns without adequate health
facilities have asked and will ask for.
Certainly there is nothing to be gained
here by further delay of the often postponed financial campaign in Princeton
and Caldwell county toward a new hospital.
In no event would we be apt to get
all the money needed and hospitals built
this year or next will cost much more
than they would have cost before the war.
Let us push on with the hospital campaign, enlisting every good citizen who
can be interested.

Not In The Political Cards

Pennyrile Postscripts

•

More Costly Factional Politics
have provided the next General Assembly
with data about the State's needs accumulated carefully by experts qualified
to provide the right answers to many
vexing problems.
We are chagrined, along with many
other Democrats, that this fiasco was allowed to develop in a body which had a
safe, tho not a large, working majority
of members of our party. It is a disgrace and a costly blunder which can
only be charged to selfish factional politics ... the sort which has for far too
long retarded our grand State and its
people.
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ance of Jenny Lind.
•
•
season, to focus proper attention
•
• • •
warns that "hundreds of thouupon their problems.
Norsemen
that
It is believed
sands of such weapons" already
*
* *
flower
state
of New
The
1,000
as
are cached in the United States. visited America as early
co is the yucca.
Well, a farm strike would be
ago
long
services
D.
armed
A.
The
a catastrophe the long range
cognizance of the danger,
effects of which would darken took
the extent of developto
even
city
the outlook for farm and
scope"—an 'C"inspecto
the
ing
folk alike . .. and such a strike
examines all
that
machine
ray
should come only as a last repackages and luggage for contrasort, of course.
band, especially weapons.
* *
_*
The Marine Corps magazine,
the
and
yes
farmers,
the
But
ck, has studied the
Leatherne
who
folk,
20 million white collar
reported it in an
and
situation
losers
are always the heavy
"Murderous Metitled
article
when organized Labor strikes
Before there will be telephones for
and wages and prices go up to mentos."
of major cities
chiefs
Police
all who want them
satisfy labor's demands, finally
placed it No. 1 on their
will get a bellyful of this sort have
agenda and recently
There is still a tremendous construction
of mistreatment by a minority problem
with them from a
home
took
... and do something radical
ahead of us before we can furnish telejob
in Washington Director
to bring about a proper balance meeting
to all who want them. New switchphones
Hoover's outlines for a scrap
Rev. J. L McGee, one of our of national economy, for the
must be first manufactured and then
boards
off the danward
help
to
drive
town's most energetic gents, whole people of the Nation.
ger.
Installed in a great many cities and towns. At
*
*
*
cornered Tom McConnell and
Attorney General Tom Clark
other places buildings must be constructed or
like
it
looks
spring
sir,
Well,
this reporter one day recently
recently asserted that an "orgy
enlarged to provide housing facilities for this
and urged consolidation of the is edging around that old corner of crime" already is sweeping
new central office equipment before it can
town's two newspapers, saying . . . and its mighty nice. Now the country, with a 12.3 percent
he would advertise his church we'll begin that campaign to overall increase in serious crimes
be installed.
a lot ny-e (paid advertising, he get the editor out of his long last year over 1944; but with a
We are Iva along with our
o) if only he wouldn't handled woolen underwear that 23.9 percent increase in robbermeant
three hundred million dollar ex.
have to run his ads in two has been roasting him alive all ies and a 17.3 percent increase
winter. Soon as it's packed away
pension program to provide
papers.
in burglaries—in which deadly
*
*
*
in a box for the summer, we
more and better service for the
weapons generally are used.
Pennyriler agreed the worst are going to invite in a few
Leatherneck indulges in what
South. However, in some of the
form of double taxation any rugged moths for a covered dish some may laugh off as a little
more congested communities
town like this can have is two luncheon. (That Woman Speaks, crime fantasy—the blasting of
ably more time will
consider
newspapers . . . because one do- in Glasgow Times)
money-carrying armored trucks
to catch up on
* *
required
be
*
the
think
Don't
ing a proper job is enough.
with a bozooka.
for service.
orders
bead
probwill
ns
"The
Republica
have
s
Main
Brother McGee said the
armored truck companie
But we can say that we
street merchants were kicking ably elect the next President laughed it off. FBI officials here
about it, and we know that's . . . if they nominate anybody tell me that worried questions
are on our way to furntrue. However they cannot say except Herber t Hoover", a already have been put to them
ish service to those
The Leader advertising solici- Princeton Democrat was heard by some of thesc companies.
erbo want it.
J. Edgar Hoover doesn't laugh
tors "Me Too" them for ads to remark this week. And there
Stasfor
here
undoubtIt off either. Bazookas
they've already run somewhere is much support
sen.
edly have been smuggled into
else.
* * *
* *
*
private homes as souvenirs. And
present Hoover and his boys remember
Democrat
Another
Mr. McGee
We informed
Princeton had three papers said, "Well, we have Chester the Brady-Shafer gang.
In the park of a small Indiana
when we came into the field, Bowles". The OPA boss (until
in byegone days had four at recently) would no doubt get town not so many years ago,
one time, now has two . . . and votes from a lot of men and thieves stole a World War 1 mathe
he can always hope his double women who were associated with chine gun. Some time later,
in Bantax for newspaper service may him in the price control busi- FBI, after a gun battle
the Bradypermanent . . . and ness; and Labor wouldn't push gor, Me., captured
be
n ot
Shafer gang. In their arsenal was
meanwhile he gets liberal free him around either.
that machine gun.
*
* '*
space!
Hoover resents "the libel
*
*
*
All this business about teleon the doorstep" of explaced
seems
striking
Pennyriler went out to see phone operators
men that the postwar
service
have
Bill Adams' three lots, bought useless to us when all they
crime wave will be due to them.
SO1THERN BELL TELEPHeNE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
from Dick Ratliff last week... to do to tie up the whole comHe's convinced that the veterans
incoaroitAnc.
and envisioned a very nice new munication system of the coungenerally is a better citizen than
addition to Princeton on a wid- try is just to give you the wrong
But
war.
to
when he went off
ened Cadiz street in the not dis- number. (Lexington Herald)
tant future that will be a real
credit to the town. The lots are
high, well drained and the view
is delightful

Literary
Guidepost
WINTER MEETING, by Ethel Vance
(Little, Brown; $2.50).

The Affaire Grieve, that's
Stacy Grant's term for the love
of Susan Grieve and Lt. John
"Slick" Novak, U. S. submarine
hero.
After reading about Slick's
exploit in the newspapers and
seeing him in a newsreel, Stacy
makes his acquaintance at a
theatre opening. Fond of meeting people and going places, he
invites the hero to dinner and,
to fill out a foursome, adds his
friend Susan and his prexy
secretary Peggy.
Susan is old New England,
Slick the child of latter-day
immigrants; her father was a
minister and his a window
cleaner. The author, who is expert at juggling values, at character inversions and transpositions and, in general, at putting
Humpty-Dumpty together again,
switches her characters' loyalties,
makes evil do good and wrong be
right and all that glitters turn
gold.
It is all Stacy's doing, for he
brought the three of them together. You enjoy it as he does,
though I hope you won't be so
old-maidish. Doting on affairs
as long as they don't involve
him, he finds it fascinating.
Other people's emotional disturbances are his food and drink,
he relishes their misbehavior,
he has a sharp eye for off-color.
Despite this novel's happy

Spruille Braden, Assistant Secretary
of State—“The peace of the world largely
depends upon universal freedom of the
free Information were univerMllY eata
Itlititt4111414: *hi- JANAlligt. tat't-a s h#32,PY st°T.Y
this country, irresponsible power would Stacy's talk, light, smart and enly over
be impossible and the informed will of tertaining, plays sardonical
a tragic situation. He leers, wisethe people, freely expressed, would ob- cracks, laughs and cajoles Susan
viate international suspicion and insure right Into the tight corner in'
words which you leave her on
the maintenance of peace.
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Did You Know?

"hockthrough unscrupulous
-resist offers,
shops," to-good-to
carelessness, the
trades, theft dnd
to the crimdown
seep
weapons
trouble
inal level. That's when
citizens.
starts for law-abiding

"What this poor old world needs
is more kindness;
More love, and less sorrow and
strife;
Mote of sugar and honey and
candy—
Less vinegar mixed in this life."
—Exchange
*
* *
No music lover should forego
the rare treat afforded here by
the concert to be presented tonight at Butler High auditorium
by the A Cappella Choir of
Transylvania College. I often
heard this fine organization
when I went to UK and worked
on a Lexington newspaper and
-aa delightful evening is in store
for those who attend this concert, for which no admission
fee will be charged.
*
*' *
Bert Keeney showed me
through the recently renovated
monument works at The Leader's back door Friday ... and
gave evidence of having considerable interest in my final
resting place. In fact, Bert insisted I buy a cemetery lof and
a tombstone right away. Now,
I have not been feeling like a
colt latterly but had no idea I
looked that bad.
*
*
*

Vinson might be
Momentuous deCisions are hoped for by in which event Judge
more than 2 years,
little
a
in
job
a
of
out
Kentucky Democrats at their annual
while in event of his election to the SenJackson Day dinner, to be held at the ate, he likely would be permanent there,
Kentucky Hotel, Louisville, Saturday as long as he wished to keep his seat.
night, March 23, when Judge Fred M.
But Fred Vinson is really a Big Man
Vinson, Secretary of the Treasury, will today. He will be a great American and
a prominent national figure the balance
deliver the principal address.
himself
There is presently strong demand of his days, for he has proven
within
positions
difficult
highly
several
for
in
party
the
of
leaders
among certain
cerbe
will
Nation
the
and
Judge Vinson, often referred to these recent years
talents.
his
of
use
make
to
Truman
tain
the
of
days as "The Strong Man
post by reaadministration", to enter the race for . Should he lose his Cabinet
defeat in
ic
Democrat
national
a
of
the Senate this summer. Those most son
a very
command
could
Vinson
Fred
1948,
decide
will
he
say
this
concerned about
come
could
or
ely,
immediat
his course after he has met and talked large salary
with
law,
practise
and
y
Kentuck
to
the
home
upon
,
with his friends in Kentucky
hanhim
pay
to
large concerns vieing
occasion of the Jackson Day dinner.
fees.
retainer
some
Certainly the Democratic party would
And then, if he desired, he could be
profit very greatly by Judge Vinson's
candidacy at this juncture; for its fac- elected Governor, hands down.
The way we see it. Judge Vinson cantions were never more numerous or
post,
further apart and he, as no other living not afford to relinquish his Cabinet
Bank
World
new
the
of
cy
presiden
man, could cure these ills in large meas- the
been enure. For Vinson would have little, if and the other tasks which have
abilgreat
his
of
because
any, opposition for the nomination and trusted to him
he
that
feel
he
will
likely,
most
nor,
conity;
a
foregone
his election would be
who
t,
Presiden
clusion. To say this would suit us fine can turn his back upon the
is sorely pressed by the weightiest job
Is a mild way of putting the case.
in the world at a time when the world
Would
Vinson?
Judge
about
what
But
is most sorely vexed by its worst travail.
,he win or lose in the deal?
acIf Fred Vinson can be persuaded to
to
have
he
would
In the first place,
cept a cut of $5,000 a year in salary, no enter the Senate contest it will cease to
small consideration to a man who is not be that, and Kentucky Democracy will
wealthy. Also, he would not be as corn- take a new lease on life. This would
mending a figure, nationally, in the Sen- please all good party members and result
the
'ate as he is in the Cabinet. . . No. 1 in much real good for Kentucky in
next several years. But, all things conMan in the Cabinet, to be factual.
It is argued that the GOP has a very sidered, it does not appear to us such
good chance of electing the next President, an eventuality is in the political cards.

Personal ambitions and jealousies were
permitted to thwart one of the most progressive moves ever attempted in the
Kentucky Legislature last week when the
' Senate killed Harry Lee Waterfield's bill
providing for establishment of a Legislative Council.
„ The Legislature demonstrates every
e it meets its utter inability successfully to cope with the problems presented
to it within its 60-day life and the need
or a research agency becomes ever, and
rmingly, more clear.
There was no excuse, as we see it, for
ling the Waterfield bill which would
er
'
Charles Dickens and William- Makepeace
eray who belonged to the same
London clubs, and were glans of the Vic8Pnal.m
rivakt..t124
,
,r,4.
" .th4441140(01
-inane angry bti`
didn'Marfor.b_years.
Herman; Melville, author of "Moby
c.k" and a dozen other books, stopped
iting before he was 40 years old and
sed the last years of his life as a
toms inspector in New York City.

By G. M. P.

Washington Daybook

the lad page in her very last
words.
In less skillful hands the
thread of this story could snap in
a dozen places, but Miss Vance
knows her business. Though the
war isn't over, this is about war's

end. It the people you meet here

There's Still A ..
BIG JOB AHEAD

Why Don't We Have Lumber
FOR HOME BUILDING?
There are plenty of trees, plenty of lumber
mills, but very little lumber for biome Building. WHY?
Here are the simple facts behind the lumber
shortage—these facts are stopping Home Building:
1. Over 50 percent of our lumber was once cut by
small mills. Thousands of these mills were put
out of business during the war by OPA ceiling
prices. OPA still clings to wartime policies and
these mills are still out of business.
2. OPA's blind "hold the line" policies, plus lack
of enforcement, have led to the development of
a huge Black Market in lumber. "Black Market"
lumber is lumber that costs the people more
money than they would pay if lumber were flowing to them through the normal channels of distribution—the retail lumber dealer.
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The manufactUrers of lumber have been provided
with a hidden premium on export lumber. The
OPA has made It more profitable to produce
lumber for export to foreign countries than to
'produce lumber for home constructIon.

4.

These are merely examples from the lumber field
which indicate the type of OPA action that is blocking the production of home building materials in
many fields.
The fact remains that homes cannot be built by
any industry or Government agency without materials.
Homes cannot be built without lumber—whether
that home be wood frame, brick, concrete, or stone.
The lumber and building material dealers, and
the contractors of the nation can build all the
homes needed—if they have the materials. But
the flow of materials must be unblocked. Only
Increased production of building materials can
solve the so-called housing problem and the unrealistic pricing policy of OPA is the biggest present block to increased production!

3. Wartime ceiling prices made it profitable for
the lumber manufacturer to cut sizes of lumber
suitable for war uses, but not suitable for home
construction. As OPA continues this unrealistic
policy, manufacturers continue to cut lumber
sizes which are unsuitable for home construction. In some cases premium prices granted by
OPA encouraged production of lumber not usable
for Home Building. Proper peacetime adjustAny government program that, doel not
ments have not yet been made to encourage pro-• .11151aertioxt.theyobsiar,l,esultockinq ,ugcruitlirf of honti cottatittrittarttntrberlitiffli'
w;11-sirnysly
..41arref
!
-41r
il;
Oki/oar
Whig,
'Milli/o
'tfaiAng, celllk,
difficulties to the problem facing the buildessential items in home construction. This situing industry.
ation affects all lumber production.

Princeton Lumber Company
Phone 260
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having to be sprayed. Where
space is limited, many people
plant these berries in their yard
or garden fence rows. When
planted in rows, blackberries are
placed four feet apart, in eight
foot rows. Since the dewberry
By J. F. Graham
has trailing canes and grows on
• • week's column contribut the ground, a trellace needs to
be provided, while most blacky W. D. Armstrong, Horti
1st, Experiment Sub Sta berries grow upright and need
no extra support. For blackberFarm.
ries the best variety is the Eldorado; for dewberries the Lucretia is generally preferred.
ting Small Fruits
Two highly advertised trailing
e so-called small fruits,
as strawberries, blackber- type berries, the young and Boydewberries, raspberries and sen have not proved satisfactory
s are generally the most for general, use in Kentucky beical type of fruit to grow cause they are often killed to
the ground by cold winters and
e only a small amount of
is available and time and are especially subject to canement is limited. On the boring insect attacks.
Although , raspberries are at
hand the so-called tree
such as apples, peaches home and grow best further
plums have to be sprayed north, where they are especially
al times each year to pro- desired they can be produced
good fruit and are slow fairly well in Kentucky by profavorable
rt bearing. Also, the lin- viding
conditions.
MARRIED 75 YEARS, RESIDE IN LOG CABIN — Mr. and Mrs.
e trees become the more These berries like moist, cool
George Turner, of Vernon county, Wisconsin, spend the evenult they are to spray with soils and need protection from
sual small equipment avail- the hot afternoon sun. For this ings in their log cabin home six miles east of Viroqua, Wis.
Sour cherries and pears reason a north slope or a loca- They will observe their 75th wedding anniversary March 16.
fruit well as yard trees tion with buildings or trees to Log cabin was built by Mr. Turner 63 years ago. He is 95,
she is 91. (AP Photo)
no sprays at all. Sweet the southwest are favored. A
ies in general do not do heavy straw mulch will also
in this section and their help provide a cool moist soil.
ing is not advised. At this The Lathem red raspberry and
it might be mentioned that the Cumberland black raspberry
people could save time and are the usual sorts grown. Plant- whoNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
y and prevent a great ing is thZ same as for black- 40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
mistakes
by contacting berries.
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reporters,
county agent or the exEight or ten grape vines will shortly
after the turn of the century, wrote them.
ent station for fruit var- provide the family needs for
suggestions rather than buy- this fine fruit. These can be , April 17, 1917. C. L. Townes, mer. They will be accompanied
arieties purely from beat/- planted eight or ten feet apart who has been living in Provi- by Miss Laura Cash.
catalog illustrations or de- along a fence or trellace. The dence for the last two years,
June 12, 1917. Mrs. Grice
tions.
vines are easily started from has moved back to this city and
awberries, probably our best cuttings and can be expected to now occupies one of the Eldred Brown has returned from two
week's pleasant visit to her sisfruit, will produce an ex- bear well from the third grow- houses near the graded school
ter, Mrs. T. A. Pedley, in
building.
ing
harvest in May 1947 from
season on. The Concord is
Owensboro.
set this spring. Fifty to the standard
blue grape for
hundred plants set two feet Kentucky and is good for eat- 1 April 27, 1917. John H. SteJune 15, 1917. Miss Alma
in rows that are four feet ing fresh and excellent for jelly vens has resigned his position
Downing, who has been attendproduce
and
will
juice. The vines and fruit with the I. C. and moved to the ing
ample berWestern Kentucky State
for the average family. For frequently suffer from the black- Lake Rabbit Farm where he Normal at
Bowling Green sevresults, the plants should rot disease. When this occurs will engage in farming. He has eral
weeks, will return home
t early (as quickly as pos- early season sprays of Bordeaux had the house on the Chaly- tomorrow.
now) in any fairly fertile, mixture must be applied. Dam- beate spring hill fixed up as
drained soil that is not age to the fruit from birds can well as the premises in general,
June 15, 1917. Mrs. E. L. Mcy shaded from trees or be prevented by placing paper and will make that his home. Lin and daughter, Miss
Mary
d by tree rots. At planting, sacks over the clusters of fruit Mr. Stevens is a clever young Frances, have gone to Trenton
lants should be set upright when they are half grown and man, and we wish him good for a month's visit to Mrs. R.
the roots spread out in allow them to grow to maturity luck in the production of a P. Nabb.
shape and the soil firmed inside of these bags. Grapes re- bumper crop.
y about the roots. Probably quire heavy annual prunning for
June 26, 1917. Mr. and Mrs.
best variety to use is the best results but these prunning
April 17, 1917. Evans Groom J. R. Ratliff, of Stroud, Okla.,
more, since it is vigorous, practices are simple and can be left yesterday morning
are visiting friends and relatives
for
ctive, drouth resistant and easily mastered.
Harve, Mont., where he accept- in the city.
uces fruit that is fine for
ed an office position with the
July 13, 1917. H. S. Eblen and
use, preserving or freezing.
Before World War IL
the Northwestern Railroad. He is
his three children, together with
so-called ever-bearing var- average
the
only
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
American bought about
of strawberries have in
M. J. Groom, and is one of Sarah Dawson and Donald Mcal given very poor results three pairs of leather shoes an- Princeton's best and most popu- Donald, have had their tonsils
entucky. Best results can nually.
lar young men. We join his removed.
ly be had by starting a
many friends in wishing him
The Ukraine is,the second
patch every second or third
great success.
richest and second most populous
rather than by fruiting the
union republic of the U.S.S.R.
old planting for a number
May 25, 1917. Alvin Prichard,
A caterpillar has nearly four
ars. By digging and setting
a
Prix/61ton
boy, has joined and
plants early and moving ',Irom functional periodic pain
been sworn in the U. S. Naval times as many muscles as a man.
strawberry planting every
Cezdul is a liquid medicine whir&
Aviation Corps at Squantun.
many women say has brought relief
years are aids in controlling
Mass. He was a student in the
from the
like agony and nervous
strain
of
functional
periodle
most serious strawberry inHarvard University at CamMatte* hers's how It may help;
the crown borer.
bridge, Mass, where he enlisted
Taken like a ton*
It should stimulate
wberries and blackberries
a few days ago. He will probabspipetha, aid diemilea,° thus help build regrow well in Kentucky and
ly visit back home sometime in
sistance for the "time
they can generally be
July, after which he will be
me. .ed 3 days
4.1
tolcostart
b., with more or less effort,
stationed at Pensacola, Fla. for
INTO
fore your time", It
e wild, there is much to ti ZIVqy
training before going to France.
should help relieve
helps pain due to purely funoend the cultivation of
tional periodic mums
Try Cardui. If It helps, you%
fine native fruits. These
June 8, 1917. Misses Louise
be glad You did.
'es will also produce a good
and Anna Bell Davis left yesterone year after planting and
day for Detroit, Mich., where
generally grown in _small
they will visit their sister, Mrs.
ings over the state without
Curtis Mitchell during the sum-

unty Agent's
Column

News From

THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics

Page Three

Farmers To Spend
Billion On Improvements

Well—What Would
You Call It?

New York—AP-•--There's a bitlion-dollar deal on to keep Johnnie down on the farm—$1,057,900,000, to be exact—a sum
which farmers served by electricity expect to spend by 1950
for improvements, according to
a study of the Tile Council of
America.
Approximately one out of
every five farm families will install showers, tile baths or buy
new plumbing fixtures in the
next few years, D. P. Forst,
chairman of the Council's Residential Construction Committee,
reported.
Farmers expect to make huge
purchases of electric milking
machines, motors, baby chick
brooders, cream separators and
household appliances, Forst said.

Chicago—AP—George Thom as,‘ maitre de soda fountain, has
designed a monumental sundae.
He builds it of ice cream of six
different flavors, strawberries,
peaches, cherries, pineapples,
marshmallow, pecans, fudge and
bananas. The finished pyramid
measures 14 inches from base to
peak, costs $1, and may be
shared by several customers.
He calls it the Hubba Hubba.

The advantages in having
home grown plants of "warm"
crops—tomatoes, peppers and
eggplants—are in having them
at the time needed and in the
correct varieties. The latter applies particularly to tomatoes
when wilt-resistant sorts are required, in fact, absolutely needed, for tomato wilt is an almost
universal complaint of Kentucky
gardeners.
The hotbed could be of standard size, 3 by 6 feet, but not
many gardeners need the plants
that such a bed would accommodate. Instead, a bed such as described here several weeks ago
for raising cabbage and broccoli
plants is ample, as it holds 100
plants easily, quite enough for Former U. K. Dean Is
the average garden.
Named Vassar Head
Seed sowing time is March
Miss Sarah Gibson Blanding,
15 at the latest, to produce to- dean of women at the University
matoes in late June, peppers of Kentucky from 1929 to 1941,
two weeks later, and eggplants was recently named president of
are large enough to handle, they Vassar College, in Poughkeepby July 15. When the seedlings sie, New York. She is the first
are reset in the hotbed in 2-inch woman president of Vassar.
square areas, there to stand until
garden-setting, May 1 to 15, de- seedman) is better. The
pending on the latitude. Crowded 4-inch size is suitable for
so closely, however, tomato individual tomatoes and ebbplants or for two pepper plants.
plants may become "leggy."
Thus, for 25 tomato plants, 25
All three of these warm-crop
vegetables will benefit from be- eggplants and 50 peppers (sweet
ing transplanted again, but into and "hot"), a 9-foot square cold
a cold frame, as it will be late frame is ample, and 75 dirt
April. The cold frame is a bot- bands.
tomless box of 12-inch boards
Early tomato varieties are
banked with earth, straw or ma- Break 0' Day or Valiant (both
nure, then covered with tobacco wilt-resistant); eggplant, New
canvas. It should be located in York Purple; hot peppers, Chili
full sun. The plants may be set and Birdseye (for steak sauce);
directly into the frame-soil, but and sweet peppers, California
the use of individual paper pots Wonder or Baby Giant, smooth
or dirt bands (handled by the sorts for stuffing.

Monuments
John Davis & Son
PRINCETON, KY.
_Phone 96 & 425

if

G. I. JANES ... GIVING
THE JOES A GEE
EYE -FULL!

Lana TURNER
r

Laraine DAY

Added!

Susan PETERS

LITTLE LULU
CARTOON
(In Color)

TRAVELOGUE
era
Apses

tonkr-s-rloo
milosisie

Last Chapter!

MOOREHEAD•JOHNSON•SCHAFER

"ZORROS BLACK WHIP'

Added!
"U. N. R. R. A. REPORTS"

SUN.& MON., MAR. 24-25—
Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, and call in your dead stock
We will remove all dead stock promptly and
free of charge.

1

ber

VERONICA

LAKE *TUFTS

SLIM

LILLIAN GISH
JOAN CAULFIELDw

e been provided
lumber. The
ble to produce
untries than III
uctIon.
the lumber field
n that is blockmaterials in

Plus These Entertaining Shorts! ...
FEATURET'TE — "MOUNTAIN FIGHTERS"
WALT DISNEY CARTOON
PARAMOUNT NEWS

TUES. & WED., MAR. 26-27—
Our cap on a bottle of
pasteurized milk is your

be built by
without maber—whether

guarantee of purity, sani-

is health insurance! Serve

tation and quality.

it at every meal.

family will not only enjoy

dealers, od

the creamy texture and

build all the
materials. But
blocked. Only

delicious tdste of our pure,

materiels sfl
and the un-

rich pasteurized milk, but
they will thrive on it. Arrange to have a quart or

at does noi
•1
"
2 4
"
4-cradZittiaftdbuild
ficl the

A SMARTLY•STYLED NEW

* BEHIND THE
SCENES OF
-•RADIO'S RIOTOUS
COMEDY SHOW!

Your

.crete, or st*fle.

biggest pre*

SONNY

more in your refrigerator
araH flitIos:Irlikkfect

The day a new Roper Dri-gas range takes over the
cooking cares in your kitchen, you can draw a lung
sigh of relief. For here is everything you could desire.
Here Is cooking speed ...economy ...cleanliness
convenience,..the assurance of vitamin-rich foods
laden with goodness.
Why go on wishing and envying your neighbor who is
now enloying the many advantages of Dri-gas ser
.vic•Z
Why not find out how .Ay it kb,you to have Dri-gas l
ably Wring yo
ö2

JACK
HALEY
`IELEN
WALKER
RIUDy
VAttEE
°Z1IF N ILSON
Apr
LINKLETTER
FPAN.-e,
.-.0,
1GfoRD

a beverage with in-between meal snacks.

. Drips is filo Atones., hotfoot port of eaten! gee— ooevonlootly
.
paskorgorr Is cylinders AO are eipliveriet fe your hoots.
It Is fast, irconorslosi Wool Is *very respire. For those hovered
the go wain% Dri.goa swam oil the bewails of NM)
, gse•

Added Enjoyment! . ..
NEW MARCH OF TIME — COLOR CARTOON

COMING! MARCH 28-29
1
.
4c. ectet(1'14,15 ,‘a tam-rtut taiv fert

4.4•111111110011•

Thursday, March 21,
KENTUCKY
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J. L.
The band, their leader •Mrs.
• •
trict solo contest.
Bryant,
V.
K.
under direction of
Butler students were
also will compete.
To Put Problems Of
entertained Monday when
• • •
Quartet sang in ch
Ky. Schools On Air
State Asbury
Saturday, at Murray
fellows sang Negro spirit
The
Taylor
Bob
will
Dottie Deen and
Mary Nixon
Teachers College, Butler
Eddie, the pianist, p
Reporters
ed by and
Funeral services were conns.
also be well represent Club. 'Stardust for some swooning
calculatio
(Continued from Page Qne)
and
work
book
on
Speech
He
Says
Mr. Owen
• ••
members of the
ducted Monday afternoon at the
fats and grease salvage.
"I had heard so much about
The U.D.C. presented a pro- All contestants have been coachRegained 12 Lbs.
Cross Roads Christian Church
17.'Develop methods for savGlee
that I bought several
Butler
Club, under
Retonga
y."
"Kentuck
The
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for Mary Nixon, 8-year-old
ing and use of bread ends,
ed by Mrs. Roy TowerY.
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bottles and took them home.
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the speakMcGee,
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by
at
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d
wasted
Rev.
sponsore
are
which
of
daughter of J. R. Nixon, Chrisremany
Well Again. No
presented an enjoyable c
One bottle gave me so much
and club is
er, made an impressive talk
Armstrong.
tian County. She was a former
the present time.
To
program Tuesday afte
lief I knew I was right in deResorts
students cille
Longer
Butler
that
•
comp
to
•
learned
s
•
Friendshi
economie
he
all
18. Carry back
resident of the
ciding to use this famous mediThis group will also go to
History.
s.
Laxative
Kentucky
Harsh
their
es
know
the
munity.
employes' meals. Employ
Madisonville contest.
cine.
Thursday night, March 14,
(Especially the 8th Grade and
"Thanks to Retonga. I now
The child was killed Saturday
should cooperate to the same
had their formal
food, and
Reserves
crave
to
began
"I
Girl
reSeniors)
m.
•by the accidental firing of a
extent customers are asked to rest well every night, get up
auditoriu
well. It wasn't long before
initiation at Butler
• • •
The highest mountain pe
freshed and ready for a hearty rest
„shotgun at the home, according
cooperate.
Sevison was guest
found I had regained twelve
well rep- Mrs. Henry
be
will
High
19. Boil or broil rather than breakfast and I have regained I
'Ito a corner's report.
talk South America is at Aconc
Butler
a
presented
ion
constipat
the
and
Also,
speaker
Argentina, and has an elev
twelve pounds of my lost pounds.
fry fish so as to save fats.
Survivors are her father and
resented Friday at Madisonville
by all the girls. The
been relieved and I am no
22,834 feet.
20. Eliminate serving of extra weight," gratefully declares Mr. has
musicians compete with, enjoyed
step-mother; two brothers and
of
its
as
when
hays
to
the
as
hound,'
fortunate
a 'laxative
in the Dis- girls are
schools
dressing or salads already pre- J. E. Owen, assistant manager longer
two sisters.
from
others
Re,
saying is. Of, all medicines
• • '
,el:"
•
Burial was in the church
of the Bell Wholesale Grocery
pared with oil or dressing.
• 9, • • • • •
'9, ',IP/ U. •, •,
tonga is No. 1 with me and I a
9, 9, •,
9, .•
Recommendations for the bak- Co., of Baxter, Ky.
cemetery.
keep it in my home."
ing industry:
"I got to the point where it always
Retonga is purely herbal stoI. Reduce by at least ten per was surely an effort to stay on
with
Dixie C. Jacob
cent the weight of bread and the job," continued Mr. Owen. machic medicine combined
Vitamin B-1 •
Funeral services for Dixie
"I had no appetite and did not liberal quantities of
bakery products.
disClyde Jacob who died in New
2. Wherever practicable bakers know what it was to get a good and is intended to relieve
of
Orleans, La., March 13, were
should feature smaller weight night's rest. I seemed full of tress due to insufficient flow
held at Brown's Funeral Home
and size loaves.
poison and was compelled gastric juices in the stomach,
toxic
.1011H F. WILLIAMS
Friday afternoon, with the Rev.
practically loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1
3. Bread should be sliced to use laxatives
0. M. Shultz officiating.
to provide more slices every day. My weight was down deficiency and constipation. There
thinner
John F. Williams, Kentucky per loaf.
may be
Mr. Jacob is survived by his
fifteen pounds and I felt so mis- is only one Refonga. It
Public
widow, Princeton; three sons, State Superintendent of
loaves of bread erable every waking hour that obtained at Dawson's Drug
Partial
4.
present the
Adv.
Edwin, Princeton; Hugh Lynn, Instruction, will
for sale as a it was difficult to concentrate Store.
the should be offered
Princeton, N. J., and Charles, problem connected with
waste preventing measure.
teachers
school
Knebelkam Appointed
Fulton; two daughters, Dixie shortage of public
I. Promote the use of altertes
Lois, Princeton, and Mrs. Noel in his state when he participa
rers.
manufactu
and
tributors
Sports Commission
To
of
in a special broadcast over staBoone, Paragould, Ark.
5. Save flour and fats and oils
By Miss Nola Wilson
Louisville—Once a sportsman
March
,
Saturday
on
WLW
tion
n
Herma
were
Pallbearers
Oden always a sportsman. Wathen R.
avoiding spoilage and waste.
by
Wallace
Mrs.
and
Mr.
EST.
Brown, J. E. George, Bill Tur- 23, from 3:00 to 3:30 p.m.,
Recommendations to food dis- spent the week-end with Mr. Knebelkamp who used to be
ner, Gene Jones, Boyd and Dique
nate and more plentiful food in and Mrs. Desmond Hensley.
secretary of the Louisville baseSatterfield.
the diet, such as—currently—
Mrs. V. R. Sweeney
Mrs. Johnnie Rogers and ball club which his noted sportsBurial was in Cedar Hill
Mrs. V. R. Sweeney died at potatoes, fish, eggs, poultry, daughter, Faye, are visiting rela- man father, the late W. F.
Cemetery.
her home on Franklin street citrus fruits, and seasonal vege- tives in Princeton.
Knebelkamp, owned from 1919
Saturday and funeral services tables.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Fox, Mr. to 1938, has just been appointed
2. Assist customers by pro- and Mrs. Garland Wyatt, and a member of the Louisville Muwere held Monday at New
Mrs. Mary P. Clift
County. viding receipes using the more Mrs. Clark, of Madisonville,
nicipal Atheletic Commission by
Funeral services for Mrs. Harmony Church, Todd
Survivors are her husband, plentiful foods.
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Mayor Leland Taylor. He sucMary P. Clift, who died at her
several sis3. Adopt measures for greater Shellie Wyatt.
ceeds Al Feige. The commission
home Sunday night near Farm- four children and
conservation and prevention of
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd, Mrs. is the court of last resort on all
ersville, were held Wednesday ters and brothers.
chanCemeon
Carnell
distributi
in
food
in
waste
Burial was
Zora Wilson and Miss Nola Wil- sport questions, particularly baseat the home, with the Rev. C.
nels.
tery, Todd County.
son spent Sunday with Mr. and ball. Knebelkamp, now general
R. Barnes, officiating.
to
4. Encourage consumers
are five sons,
Mrs. Ratliff Rogers.
Survivors
manager of four Kentucky subThe plans for the U. S. Capitol conserve and prevent waste of
Mr. and Mrs. Merl Kellar and sideriaries of Schenley DistilJohnson, Harrison, Thome s,
were submitted in 1793 by Wil- food and to reuse food fats and son, Wayne, spent Sunday with lers Corporation, one of which
James and Albert
physician of salvage waste fats.
has won national awards for inBurial was in Clift Cemetery, liam Thorton. a
Mr. and Mrs. Press Lilly.
5. In the manufacture of food
Tortola, West Indies.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rogers dustrial safety, was also recently
near Farmersville.
items use alternate ingredients visited Mr. and Mrs. Aaron named secretary-treasurer of the
wherever possible in lieu of in- Rogers Sunday.
See or Call
National Association of
gredients in short supply.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbal Rogers Thoroughbred Breeders' Clubs.
Recommendations to consum- and children, Debris, Rodyeric
ers:
FOR MORE POWER
and Don, visited Mr. and Mrs. Butter Lines Need
1. Prevent waste of bread. it N. B. Haile Sunday.
Walkie Talkies
is estimated that five per cent
Cleaton Haile, who is stationed
Tauton, Mass.,—AP—A woFOR MORE MILES PER GALLON
or one slice of every loaf baked at Camp Knox, visited his wife
man called the order department
every day goes into garbage.
and baby Sunday.
of a grocery concern with this
2. Use less bread at each meal.
Mrs. Cleaton Haile is visiting request: 'Will you please look
FOR MORE For Your MONEY
Phones 451-J; 451-W
Use potatoes for example as al- Mrs. Lowell Haile.
out your front window and see
ternates for bread. One small
Mrs.
visited
Fuller
Mrs. Ruby
.
If there is a butter line in front
serving of potatoes replaces a
* • • • • • • •• • • ****** •,
Aaron Rogers Friday morning. of the butter store?"
aaaaaa •••••• • •
slice of bread, nutritionally. Use
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Fuller spent
oats more often. A serving of
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Esoatmeal equals two slices of
ton Fuller.
bread in food value. Use fruits
and other desserts for pastries
Homemakers' Schedule
and cakes.
Cobb, 10:30 am., Tuesday,
3. Use less wheat cereals and
March 28, Mrs Garland Shoulother wheat products.
Suggested ways for saving fats ders, hostess.
Eddyville Road, 2:00 p.m.,
and oils at home included:
RALPH GRIFFIN, Agt.
I. Make better use of meat Wednesday, March 27, Mrs. W.
drippings for cooking and sea- H. Beck, hostess.
Market & Harrison, Princeton, Ky.
Eddy Creek, 2:00 p.m., Thurssoning food.
day, March 28, Mrs. W. H. Tandy,
2. Serve fewer fried foods.
1912
Since
ARMSTRONG Tires, Famous Quality
3. Save and reuse fats and oils hostess.
Hopkinsville Road, 2:00 p.m.,
for cooking purposes.
4. Render excess fats on meats Friday, March 29, Mrs. V. E.
and save bacon grease for cook- Nuchols, hostess.
ing purposes.
5. Salvage all fats that cannot Lebanon
be reused and turn them in to
Members of the Lebanon
your butcher or grocer.
Homemakers' Club met Tues6. Go easy on oils and salad day afternoon at the home of
dressings. A teaspoon of fat a Mrs.
Pickering. Mrs.
Klon
day saved by every person in
George Markoff had charge.
the United States will mean a toPlans were made for a quilt to
tal saving of at least one million
be sold by the club.
of
fat daily.
pounds
Lesson for the afternoon was
a demonstration in f itting
Spring is comm' to a head and the
•
Mrs. Bertha P. Bealmer
sleeves, making shoulder pads
•
'
Funeral services for Mrs. and a tailor's cushion. Recreaclimatic moment is when you set
Bertha P. Bealmer, who died at tion program was led by Mrs.
her home near Tandy Crossroads, Herschel Phelps.
atop your coiffure a gay, exciting
Caldwell County, March 12, were
Refreshments were served to
held at Chapel Hill Church the following members and
new spring bonnet. We have lush
March 15, with the Rev. Harley guests: Mesdames Tillie PickerKirk, officiating.
ing, Clay Scott, Glenn Owens,
flower gardens poised on shiny
11
Mrs. Bealmer is survived by Howard Pickering, Herschel
her husband, Ben P. Bealmer, Phelps, George Markoff, T. A.
with
ng
sparkli
hats
suave
straws,
11 children, 21 grandchildren, a Ladd, anon Pickering, Floyd
brother and a sister.
Hunter and Lloyd Beck.
jewels, sophisticated millinery creaBurial was in the church cemeLeader!
The
y
reads
Everybod
tery.
for lucky gals to ear. Come
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39 Ways Listed
For Saving Food

Deaths- Funerals
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RETONGA HIS NUMBER 1
MEDICINE SAYS GROCER

Butler High News

Lewistown
BUILDING STONE

Pleasant Grove

East
Located on Dawson Highway, 5 Mi.
Princeton, on Gordon Clayton, Farm.
. We
Will begin in.operation in about a month
y
suppl
to
rock
of
kind
any
hope to be able to saw out
ble.
availa
is
ment
your needs as soon as equip
•For Veneering Houses
•Building Churches

•School Houses...

or anything to be built of Sandstone Rock.

H. C. P'POOL

USE ZEPHYR Gasoline
and Motor Oil

- Refinery Sales Corp.

Furniture Specials!
I
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in today for your wonde ul spring
chapeau.

4-Piece Maple Bedroom Suites at a
saving in price.

t

ypror":

Also a 9-Piece Mahogany Dining room
furniture if you
hurry.

5 - Piece Breakfast
Room Suites, Living
Room Suites. —
Full Room construction.
vte hpve the ,best selection of Table
—p-i
ng tlUt'ilecitir..gaCkraa-m
includi
Lamps
war.
the
First since
Your call appreciated at all times.

G. Homer Brown

JOIN

treiV
14.1.
Alaska
China
Pacific
TRAVEL
Europe
CAREER
Caribbean
EDUCATION
Mediterranean

Phones 666-457

Princeton, Ky.

AinForces
Infantry
Armored Force
Artillery
Signal Corps
Quartermaster
Ordnance
Medical Corps

SECURITY — Your future is assured when you
join the Regular Army. The pay is good and
opportunities for promotion are yours. You will
receive the best of medical and dental care.
Your dependents will receive family allowances
, during your term of enlistment if you enlist or
•—raeolise4ve4ors-I Jole.#04,6 Vao-akey -aka _ad.
0.1.Sal atilifike-efter your era
nage °I abe
"
enlistment or retaliate:was period.. '

Yu. my rein at

etk

N

"--•ftwalitaso--7
Sr

pri all. II yeals anti

U. S. ARMY RECRUITING OFFICE
Post Office Bldg., Princeton, Ky.
— This Ad Sponsored By ---

Dot's Cafe
Ammoramommo

_

• 3•
Q.

. 95

Guardians of Victory

Furniture Store
Funeral \Directors
Ambulance Service
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Women's Page
Ala Again,

Hopper -Brown

Phone 50
• • • •
Dorothy Ann Davis

delicious food, prepared in the
Southern manner,

Pick's Cafeteria
705 Washington St.

Open

1:3
5
1 0 A. M. to

Princeton, Kv

Married Sunday,

March
The wedding of Miss Helen
Hopper and Mr. Jack Wylie
Brown took place Sunday afternoon, March 17, at the First
Christian Church at 2 o'clock,
with the Rev. C. P. Brooks officiating, using the double ring
ceremony.
For her wedding, the bride
wore a gray suit with brown
accessories. Her corsage was o
white orchids.
Miss Kathryn Kevii, maid of
honor, wore a lime suit with
black accessories. Miss Louise
Kevil was also an attendant, and
acs again—by sill and door wore a brown suit with matching accessories. Their corsages
e scented plumes,
were of gardenias.
ke a song through lonely rooms
Mr. Robert Earl Brown, Muringing the smiling spring
ray, served as his brother's best
en winter winds depart;
man, and Mr. Thomas Stephenarest for memories' sake
son, Henshaw, was also an atall blooms that bud and blow
tendant.
the New England heart—
Mrs. Bernice M. Davis played
again!
acs
nuptial music at the organ, in—Arthur Wallace Peach
cluding "The Wedding March,"
"Because," and "I Love You
Truly."
own -Watson
The bride is a daughter of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Brown, and Mrs. Fred
Hopper, Hopkinsrmersville, announce the ima- vile street,
and a graduate of
ge of their daughter, Sue, to Butler High School,
Class of
t. Virgil Watson, Camp Pick- 1940. She attended WSTC,
Bow.,
t, Va. Private Watson is a son ling Green, and for the last 5
Mrs. Dema Watson, Fartners- years has been employe
d as a
le. The wedding took place bookkeeper at Princeton Cream
turdaY, March 9, at Dalton, and Butter Co.
Before her marriage Sunday, March 17, at the First ChrisThe bridegroom, a son of Mr.
tian Church, Mrs. Jack Wylie Brown was Miss Helen Hopper,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hopper, Hopkinsville street.
'tars again—keeping their ancient pledge
at out of winter silence and
shadow
all arise the singing spring;
aking by door and sill old
memories,
hoing
t of the years; fragrant in
the sun,
the misty rain of twilights
long
e loveliest refrain
springtime song—
acs again!

For some

Princeton Leader

1:30 P. M.
:30 P. M. to 8:30 P. M.

tion with the Veterans Administration. She will remam here Woman's Council Meets
The Woman's Council of the
for an indefinite stay before
Mrs. Jack Krenrich, the form- moving to Atlanta.
First Christian Church met Mon.
er Jayne Walker, Syracuse, N.
Iley McGough and his father, day night in the recreation parMr. and Mrs. Ernest Jeffe
Y., is visiting her parents, Mr. J.
W. McGough are in Memphis, lor of the church for its regular Adams, Princeton, on the
b
and Mrs. Leo Walker, N. Sem- Tenn.
monthly
meeting
and
potluck
for several days.
Dean, March 11.
inary street.
supper, Rose Marilyn Beck, of a son, Jack
• • •
Mrs. John T. Early is seriously
Dr. Stanley Mullens, Mrs. MulSue Farmer and Patsy Horn
ill at Princeton Hospital. Her
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey 0
lens and daughter, Mi s. Harry
presented musical selections.
daughters, Mrs. Vera E. McFarMorris, Route 3, on the birth
Dix and little son, Stephen, all
land, Bowling Green, and Mrs.
a son, James Jackson, March 1
of Wingo, spent last week-end
• • •
Guy Smith are at her bedside.
Entertains Club
with Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Walker,
Mrs. Lucian Robinson spent
Mrs. Frederick Stalling was
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Rob
W. Main street, and Miss Beulah
last week-end at Ft. Knox visit- hostess to her bridge club at son, Ft. Knox, on the birth
M4tens.
ing her daughter, Mrs. John A. her home on North Harrison a son, Marh 8. He has
.4Ir. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks Miller, Mr.
Miller and son, street Wednesday night, March named Freddie Glazell.
spent Sunday in Nashville, Tenn. John Elvis,
and son, Nelson 13.
with their daughter Suzanne, a Robinson, Mrs.
Members present were Mes- Mesdames Paul Artmann, Ral
Robinson and
student at Ward-Bumont.
son, Freddie Glazell.
dames Hewlett Morgan, Stanley Blazier, Owen Cummings
Mr. J. L. Clore and sons,
Mrs. James McLean spent Sharp, Billy McElroy, Hillery Miss Virginia
Morgan.
Jimmy and Bobby, of Middles- last week-end in Louisvil
Barnett, T. J. Simmons, James
le.
First prize was won by Mrs.
boro, spent last week-end with
McCaslin, James Landis and Stanley Sharp
and second w
Mr. and Mrs. Rurnsey Taylor Everarbody reads The Leader! Miss
Mary Loftus. Visitors were won by Mrs. T.
J. Simmons.
and family. Mrs. Clore returned
home with them after a visit
to her sister, Mrs. Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Rogers,
Paducah, spent last week-end
with her sister, Mrs. George
Eldred, and family, N. Seminary
street.
Mrs. Thomas D. Graham and
little son, Christopher, of Dayton, 0., will arrive this weekend for a month's visit with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Wood. Lieutenant Graham will
be separated from the Army Air
Forces March 31, and they will
go to Columbia Mo., to live,
where Lieutenant Graham will
continue his work at the Uniand Mrs. Wylie Brown, of the
versity.
Eddy Creek community, is a Weaver-Mitchell
The wedding of Miss Marjorie
Bobby Taylor has reenlisted
graduate of Cobb High School,
Class of 1940, and has recently Weaver, daughter of Mr. and in the Navy and is on a 60-day
returned from overseas where Mrs. Garrett Weave*, Wayne furlough with his parents, Mr.
he served two years in the in- City, Ill., and Mr. Reginald and Mrs. Mack Taylor, Good
fantry as a first lieutenant. He Mitchell, son of Mr. and Mrs. street.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fralick
has been discharged from the H. J. Mitchell, Young street,
took place Monday afternoon at recently visited her sister,
Army.
Miss
The couple left after the 4 o'clock at the First Baptist Lucille Holsapple, in Paducah.
ceremony for a two weeks' Church, the Rev. H. G. M. HatMiss Martha Jane Lester will
wedding trip through the South. ter officiating, using the single arrive Saturday from William
ring ceremony. Mr. Philip Mit- Woods College, Fulton,
Mo., for
chell was his brother's best man a 10-day vacation with her
parProwell-Mayes
and Mrs. Mitchell was matron ents, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Lester,
Mr. and Mrs. J. K. Prowell, of honor.
Washington street.
The bride wore an ice blue
Hopkinsville Road, announce the
Mr. and Mrs. William Greer,
marriage of their daughter, Sy- suit with brown accessories, and Akron, 0., left Sunday after
her
corsage was of white carna- several days' visit with his
ble, to Reginald Mayes, Princeton, Saturday, March 9, at Hop- tions. She has been a resident brothers, Herndon and Lucian
of Princeton since September.
kinsville.
Greer and families.
Mr. Mitchell was discharged
... and looking so pretty in Connies
The bride wore a blue suit
Miss Dorothea Jean Joiner,
with black accessories. Mrs. Jim- from the Navy in December student at Virginia Intermont
sweetheart-throat pump of black
mie Williams was her sister's after 3 years' service.
College, Bristol, Va. spent last
gabardine ...open at toe and heel...
They will make their home on week-end with her parents,
matron of honor, and Mr. WilMr.
and up on a so-high platform!
Eddyville Road. Mr. Mitchell is and Mrs. Harry Joiner,
liams served as best man.
Sr.,
The bridegroom is the son of employed as caretaker at the Madisonville street. She was acPrincet
on
Country
Club.
companied
J. R. Mayes, Princeton, and wa
home by Misses
Phyllis Gates and Jane Chirecently discharged from the
chester, also students there, who
Army.
were guests in the Joiner home.
The couple will make the
Mrs. R. L. Putman returned
home in Princeton.
OGDEN MEMORIAL
Monday after two weeks' stay
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
METHODIST CHURCH
In Atlanta, Ga. where Colonel
very'
eads The Leader!
J. Lester McGee, minister
Putman has resumed nis posiRevival will be in progress
through Sunday, March 24. All
friends are extended a cordial
invitation to attend.
•

The Leader
Congratulates

If you're smart you'll be

PLITFORFD
for Spring

Princeton Shoe Co.

At The Churches

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G.• M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Miming Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship
THE CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilmoth, minister
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
10:45 a.m. Morning Worship
Topic: "According To Capacity"
We will worship with the
Methodist in the evening.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
9:45 Bible School
11:00 Morning Worship
7:30 Evening Worship

Clear-cut tailoring that carries a superb
distinction . . . in the subtly casual,
smoothly sophisticates hats that season
an "all-season" suit in any season ...

CRIDER CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Kermit E. Neal, pastor
Church Cchool at 10:00 a.m.
Preaching services at 11:00, by
th3 pastor.
Christian Endeavor at 6:15 p.m.
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
by the pastor.

EAT DAUMITI,

en-elaile
A SHAMPOO with LANOLIN

as Vogue says a good hat should!

HOLINESS CHURCH
East Side of Town
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Evangelistic Services 7:30 P.m.
Mid-week Services 7:30 p.m.
The church is reopened under
a new pastor, the Rev. Opel
Blackford, an ordained minister of 20 years' service in the
United Pentecostal Church, headquarters St. Louis, Mo.
Everybody reads The Leader!
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member of the family. Extra rich in lanolin, Lustre-Cream;
is economical, easy to use...equally effective,* hard er
water ... leaves hair more lustmus. easier to nalusess.

Buy lustre-Cromo today. It's tho Ideal shampoo for Ho whole faiiiire

Free automatic tests and
consultation will show you
how much hearing you now
have and how much this aide
will help you. Visit the Sonotone

Smart stitches add charm
to DOBBS snug-fit suiter. Soft finger-fold crown,
rolled-over.brim DOBBSsized to fit your head.
FAIR LADY
10.15
Millinery .

WOOD DRUG STORE
Phoni 611

HEARING CENTER —
111eurlotta Hotel
C. L. Schmidt

Wednesday, Marsh $1
14 a" to 4 p"

•

As universally appealing
as a saucy glance, DOBBS
flip-up sailor with its
youthful rid ge Topcrown. DOBBS-sized to
fit your head.
SIDE-WIDE
.8.118
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State Soil Conservation
Committee Of Kentucky •
Notice Of Election Of Supervisors To Be Held For The
Caldwell County Soil
Conservation District
To all owners of lands lying
within the boundaries of the
Caldwell County Soil Conservation District, notice is hereby
given that on the 13th day of
April, 1946, between the hours
of 1:00 P.M. and 3:00 P.M. an
election will be held for the
election of three supervisors for
the Caldwell County Soil Conservation District of the State
of Kentucky.
lions who hold title to any land
lying within the boundaries'of
the said district as owners are
eligible to vote at the said election. Only such persons, firms
and corporations are eligible to
vote.
Voting Division and polling
place for the election are as
follows:
Division No. 1. Princeton,
Kentucky (Court House)
Eligible voters residing within the district shall cast their
ballots at the polling place for
the division wherein they reside.
Eligible voters not residing
their ballots at the polling place
CHURCHILL VISITS ROOSEVELT'S GRAVE — Winston Churchill, former Prime Minister of for the division which includes
England, stands beside the grave of Franklin D. Roosevelt in Hyde Park, N. Y. after laying a their land, or the greater part
floral tribute on the last resting place of the for mer president. Mrs. Roosevelt sten is at left. thereof. Eligible voters who will
be absent from their division on
nance Kentucky's institutions as

Under the present constitution a slight exaggeration. But the
Adminisof Kentucky only males can Rural Electrification
tration has done as much for
vote. Yet women have been usagriculture in the last ten years
ing the ballot since 1920.
as any other factor in rural proThere will be strong pressure
gress. And the REA is all set
In the next constitutional conto connect up thousands of farms
Legisvention to streamline the
as soon as material is available.
lative machinery of Kentucky.
Extensions were suspended alThe present set-up has been
together during the war.
changed little since the state was
• • •
admitted into the Union.
resulting
from bad
Isolation
Kentucky has more than twice
more to hold back
as many counties as New York roads does
districts than anyand Pennsylvania combined. We remote rural
long ago I drove
have one-seventh the population thing else. Not
some of the mountain
." of those two states. But reducing through
paved roads, mostKentucky's number of counties counties, on
towns and good
to fifty or sixty is merely some- ly. Most of the
villages had modern school
thing to hope for eventually. sized
little villages there
Governor Chandler proposed as buildings. In
were well dressed, intelligent
' an economy measure, combinboys and girls. Transing many of the poorer and less looking
fer these youngsters to Fifth
1 ,populous counties, but he soon
in New York or State
" learned that the idea was fu- Avenue
Street in CM/mg° • and nobody
tile, at least in this generation.
could tell they were from rural
• • •
eastern Kentucky. But the trunktenant
of
the
Fifty percent
line
roads touch not more than
farmers in the state move every
i
twenty percent of the populaL year. Many of these move to
tion in those counties. Back on
:get better houses to live in. They
the dirt roads many children
get tired of putting washpans
have no schools to go to, and
rains
and
beds
when
it
• on their
hundreds of school buildings are
of baking one side of their bodies
unfit for use.
! and freezing the other side in
The upping of the rural school they should be financed, the old,
cold weather.
In 1940 forty percent of the tax limit from 75 cents per $100 old fear of tax repercussions
•farm homes in Kentucky needed worth of assessed property to back home makes some State
major repairs: —now 50 percent $1.50 will help elementary edu- Senators a n d Representatives
cation in the state. It is a long pauper-minded.
are in a bad fix.
It is this pinch-penny policy
Dean Cooper of the University step in the progress hoped for
I of Kentucky says 90 percent of by good citizens every where. that has done more than anythe farm homes in the state lack But better roads must come to thing else to keep Kentucky
isolated districts before they can near the tailend of the list of
,convenient sources of water.
' That means they don't have have good schools, more doctors states. It takes money to make
. tfirst-rate, sanitary wells in their and preachers, more dentists and the mare trot, and the Legisla4 back porches or backyard wells home demonstration agents. Civ- ture, ever since I was tall as a
ilization moves on wheels.
i with cinder walks to them.
nail keg at our village store,
• • •
Twenty-five percent of the
has been giving the old gal just
I ,farms in Kentucky are supposed
When it comes to pushing leg- enough hay to enable her to
i to have electricity. Maybe that's islation to provide money to fi- walk.

4 ,
I,

Recap Now
For, Spring
Driving
Have your tires in tip•
top condition for those
long spring drives.
"Smoothies" are unsafe!
We'll give you an.expert
recap job in the minimum amount of time.
Drive in!
Specialists in all types of tire and tube repair.

Princeton Tire & Recapping Co.
Beesley Building
COOPER CRIDER, Owner.

Bat/ and /Vaal BROADIENT1
"DOVILE EXTRA" HYBRID SEED CORN
•Broacfbent's hybrids - placed firs+ in many
county production contests last year.
•Broadbent's extra - yield — extra profit
hybrids are the. best for you, too.
•White and yellow hybrid seed corn are processed in different plants to prevent color
mixtures.
O Le+ Broadlient's "Dauble Extra" hybrids help
you make more money in .1946 with mon,
.Wishels per acre.
buy Broadbent's hybrid stood corn from

Photos Asked For
Highway Magazine
Frankfort, Feb. 13—New and
unusual photographs of Kentucky scenic and historic spots
are needed for the new Kentucky
Highway booklet, the Department of Highways announced
today.
Photographers, both professional and amateur, are urged
to submit lists or proof2 in order
that all sections of Kentucky
may be properly represented in
the new publication.
Views of highways, scenic vistas and overlooks, roadside picnic sites, parks and memorials,
lakes and rivers, historic monuinents and buildings, famous
homes, agricultural and horse
pictures, forests and other interesting attractions may be offered. Proper credit will be
given the photographer in the
table of contents to be carried
In the new booklet.

Will Be Planting
in this territory next week.
However small your planting
problem may seem we invite
your inquiry.

Free Estimate and
Advice

TIPTON
Landscape Service
Evergreens — Trees
Shrubs

Director Of Baptist
Camps Is Appointed
Louisville — Rev. J. S. Bell,
Hindman, missionary in the
Mountains
under the Baptist
State Mission Board, has been
named director of Kentucky
Baptist Boys' and Girls' camps
at Clear Creek Mountain Springs,
Pineville.
Baptists have sponsored camps
at Clear Creek for 14 years. A
total of 7,316 has attended, with
898 conversions. Many have
answered the call for definite
service in religious work.
The Rev. Mr. Bell stated that
the camps would be held from
June 19-July 16. About 1,200 are
expected to "attend.
Plastic rainwear weighing only
about six or eight ounces is
foldable into a size that can be
carried in a pocketbook.

Let's have a Coke

Washington—There's a young
fellow in town here you should
meet, if you haven't already.
He's Paul A. Porter, recently
appointed director of OPA to
succeed his economic comrade
in arms, Chester A. Bowles.
Porter, at 41, is a New Des
and Democratic party veteran
He's a tall, slightly stooped, be
spectacled fellow with slick blac
hair, loud ties, a perpetual gr"
and a fund of stories that make
him the best of good company
There probably isn't any on

RICHARD TIPTON
MADISONVILLE, KY.

Telephone 921-R
Member of Ky. State and
American Assoc. of Nurserymen and Landscaping.

in the administration's key positions now who can pick up so
much good will in such a short
time as Porter.
A Missourian by birth, he
worked his way, through the
University of Kentucky law
school as city editor of the Lexington Herald. While he was
practicing law, he wrote a farm
editorial that caught the eye of
Henry A. Wallace, then secre
tary of agriculture. Wallace sent
for him. His first job was sell
ing the Agricultural Adjustmen
Administration, particularly th
part that applied to cotton farm
ers.
By the time of the 1936 campaign, Porter was concentratin
on midwestern farmers, address
ing them every morning at
from a Chicago radio station
no slight political assignment to
a young man just wheeling int
his thirties.
In 1937, he took a fatter jo
as attorney for a major broadcasting chain and held it fiv
years—gaining experience tha
equipped him for the job o
chairman of the Federal Communications Co mmissio n, t
which the late President Roose
vett/eventually appointed him.
However, President Roosevel
had called him back to Wash
ington before that. In 1942, h
took Over OPA's rent contro
branch. He served for a tim
in the War Food Administratio
and later under Fred M. Vinso
in the Office of Economic Stab
ilization. In these jobs, Porter
gathered his battle scars in the
fight againet inflation.
In 1944, he was made publicity
director for the Demodratic Na
Lionel Committee. After that
President Roosevelt appoint
him to the embattled chairman
ship of FCC, an agency whic
please note, has had very littl
public trouble these past tw
years.
As head of OPA, Porter wil

the day of the election may apply in person or in writing to
Mr. Curtis E. George, Princeton
Kentucky, for absentee ballots.
Each applicant for an absentee
ballot shall state his name, residence, location and acreage of
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STATE SOIL CONSERVATION
COMMITTEE
Harold A. Browning, Chrm.
By Roberta Whelch
February 26, 1946
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The world has been at peace
only in eight percent of recorded
history.

How To Relieve
Bronchitis
Creomulsion relieves promptly because it goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender. Inflamed bronchial mucous membranes.Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulaion with the understanding you must like the way it
Callall allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

CREOMULSION
Bronchitis

for Couths,chestColds,

:
If you need money to clean up
scattered obligations and start
Spring with a balanced budget,
see us for a loan. We achanie
cash promptly for any need or
emergency. Color ix—or phrase
—Now or axy time.

Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, mv,
Princeton, Kentucky

I
Lake is 'Des Woman s Opie.
ise." Noah L1.111 SIF8/11, E••••
M•••••••, M•••iiiii, Alffe••;•••
13,••••rkaffing Cc. so4s A. Al.. E. S.T.
•

be just as tough a hold-the-liner
as Bowles has been, but everybody's betting that he will work
with a good deal less friction
than two-fisted Mr. Bowles.
Bowles uses cold facts and figures to batter down opposition.
Porter has a way of telling the
right time. That takes a lot of
sting out of an adverse or compromise order. Many business
men may go away from Porter
conferences disappointed with
the price rises they have obtained but few will leave with
any personal grudge against
Porter.

When Your
Back Hurts"

ilys sad Nerve
dock diseases
or women
In or call for a
• today while I still
Staged amount of t
patients.
Office in
ggg CZNIVILIT H
Dawn Springs
Smut 5-12 and 1-7
Phone 3561

Three-way-complexion 'Core in a
Single creom.lt .cleanses,, lubricates.

And Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Par

ErTANY st
LANOLIN

It may be caused by disorder of kidney function that permit. poisonous
waste to accdebulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and miserable
when the kidneys fail to remove eater
acids and other waste matter from the
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headaches. die:Meek
getting up nights, leg pato*, swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urination with smarting and burning Is another sign that something in wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment fa wiser than neglect- I.The
Doan'• Pills. It la better to rely on a
medicine that has won countrywide approval than on something leen favorably
known. Doon't have been tried and tested many years. A.re at all drug stores.
Get Dean's today.

FPO!

softens...and les a_special blessing for dry
A.

1/1
a

Ky.

*z Road

skin because it's so infinitely ktichawith_the
pfacious lanolin_olls. $1 and 11

Wood Drug Store
FN

M.NOM.inir
=
If
155 5. S. 0.11%1 °MCI

DOAN'S Pills

ea

nirrs-esice
111Beei1ffsrve oT lisAy Nixes)

NW-Cala
Bottler: Pepsi

Planr
.0ME IC

*
1 (0
Home
USES

NewD-X MotorOil is the automoride version oftesiecrind
proved aviation oils,developed by Mid-Continent—one of
world's largest manufacturers offine lubricants. A tough,
,"oily" oil—it lasts longer,protects better, has higher heatresistance, high film strength. Made by a patented solvent process which does not destroy its "natural" oiliness.

-

r
It is reinforced against caidadon
and corrosion to minimise sludge
and meral-pitdass. Try it on a written Money-Back Guarantee!
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A newborn porcupine is larg
han a newborn black bear c
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urley Sales End
t Hopkinsville

Re-arranged Kitchen
Saves Homemaker Steps

eason's Average Price
n 15,290,221 Pounds
as $30.47 A Hundred

Burley sales on the Hopkinsle auction floors this season
sled 15,290,221 pounds with
• farmers being paid $4,626,.30, an average of $30.47, J.
Farmer, secretary-treasurer of
Burley Board of Trade, rerted. The season on Burley
sed last week.
This brings total movement of
0 types of weed, Burley and
rk Fired at Hopkinsville to
054,799 pounds for the seawith total payments to farmamounting to $5,790,208.36.
rley sales were light and VICTIM—Ramon Gonzales, 32,
was booked on suspicion of
rages low the final week.
e Burley report follows: murder at Los Angeles, Calif.,
les for the week-307,606 after the body of Mrs. Diana
nds at 630.47 average and Sparks (above), 31, a former
film dancer, was found nude
826,577.30 receipts.
ark Fired report: Sales for In a canyon. (AP Wirephoto)
week"133,954 pounds at 31.48
rage and $431,677.19 receipts; Add Shortages:
es for the season-3,764,578 , Textbooks
ds at $30.91 average and $1,Newark, N. J.—AP—You prob631.06 receipts.
ably won't hear many students
complaining about this, but publishers of school books are so
DR. C. E. SEIBERT
far behind "it will take years"
to catch up with the demand.
Spine and Nerve Specialist
William W. Livingood of Hills11 chronic diseases and di- dale, editor-in-chief of a large
eases of women especially. textbook publishing firm, says
ome in or call for appoint- the reasons are: shortage of paent today while I still have per, an increased demand and
limited amount of time for catching up with the retrenchment years during the depresew patients.
sion when schools got along
Office in
with what books they had.
NEW CENTURY HOTEL
Dawson Springs
More than 12,000,000 U. S. peoHours 9-12 and 1-7
ple enter contests every year, 50,Phone 3561
000 of whom re p ess'

One of the convenient pieces
of equipment in the recently rearranged country kitchen of Mr.
and Mrs. H. Price Smith of
Larue county is the homebuilt
cabinet for wood and kindling.
The same height as the kitchen
range, and covered with black
linoleum as are the newly-built
cabinets, the woodbox has tow
drawers for wood and kindling
and a shallow one at the top
for spoons, forks and the like,
to be used at the stove.
It was following a conference
with Miss Ida Hagman of the
Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics, that
Mrs. Smith, member of the
Woodland Hills Homemakers'
Club, began changing her 16.
foot kitchen. As a result, wall
cabinets extending to the ceiling were built, and equipment
was re-arranged to save steps
in meal preparation and dish
washing. Then, small windows
were put in over the sink and a
large window centering a wall
was moved to the part of the
room to be used as the dining
area. All carpentry work was
done by Mr. Smith and son, Robert
Other conveniences added included hot and cold running
water and flourescent lighting.

Democracy Works
In The 'Wild' West

CARRIER QUEEN— Emma 'Lou Wood, 19, University of Indiana co-ed, is crowned queen and "adopted skipper" of the
navy escort carrier Cape Gloucester. Comdr. C. M. Jett, Evansville, Ind., does the honors at San Diego, Calif., with Miss Wood's
fiance, Burns Hummer, pharmacist's mate, second class, looks
on from right. (AP Wirephoto)

New GI Loan Plan Is
Big Boon To Veterans

Absence Makes
Taxpayers Ponder

Meaty Menus
Back In Manhattan

Holyoke, Mass.,—AP—A municipal "truant list" to curb absenteeism has been suggested by
the Holyoke Taxpayers Association.
Executive Secretary Edwin A.
Seibel notified the mayor that
the association would like to see
"specifically stated on all muni
cipal payrolls the number of
days each employe is absent
from his or her w or k, either
for reasons of illness or annual
vacation leave."
A similar policy for the police
department made effective some
time ago resulted in a "pronounced reduction" of absentees,
Seibel said.

New York—AP—You can eat
much better in Manhatten restaurants now than in the war
years, take it from President
Paul Henkel of the Society of
Restauranteurs. One place off
Times Square a year ago was
serving only two meat dishes.
Now it offers a dozen.
One reason, says Henkel, is
that with shortages not so severe, more people are eating at
home. New York's 19,000 public
eating places, which served 8,000,000 meals a day much of last
year, now serve about 6,500,000
a day.

Leather no more than a hundredth of an inch thick can be
produced by the huge splitting
machines used by modern tanners.
It is estimated that one out of
every five Americans enter at
least two contests a year.
This year U. S. soybean production will total more than
190,000,000 bushels.

W. W. Johnson
I. Y. O'Rannon

PIMP
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,
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DAWSON'S DRUG STORK

BABY CHICKS
STARTED CHICKS
U. S. APPROVV)

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer .

PLTLLORUM CONTROLLED
READY FOR DELIVERY
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW

MR. and MRS. H. B. BAKER,
Managers

Fredonia, Ky.

DR/V

Hopkinsville, Ky.

•WITH CAp-

For Immediate
Delivery On

Washington—No longer will which a veteran wants to build
MONUMENTS
Hamilton, Mont—AP--As in
the old days, there was keen in- veterans wanting GI loans wear a home to be included in the
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
terest among Bitter Root Valley out their pen hands signing docu- loan.
LARGEST IN WEST KY.
ranch folk in a district court ments. New Veterans Adminis6. Allow GI loans to veterans
trial of one rancher charged with tration (VA) loan regulations,
Paducah Granite
grand larceny in the theft of the result of the amended GI for delinquent indebtedness.
7.
Broaden
and
Marble,
liberalize
Stone Co.
farm
cattle.
Bill, call for the veteran's signaThe courtroom was crowded ture in one place just once.
loans so that the loan may be
402 South 3rd Street
long after midnight while the
Take the form being distribut- wed for practically every ordiPaducah, Kentucky
jury ;deliberated seven hours. ed to supervised lending institu- nary farming purpose.
Phone 799
Defendant, prosecutor, state's tions to be used when a veteran
8. Allow inventory and workwitness, clerk of court and wants a government-guaranteed ing capital to be included in
Judge C. E. Comer played pi- home loan under the GI Bill. business loans.
nochle as they waited.
9. Extends loan priviliges to
(Similar forms have been issued
The jury filed in. The game to cover farm and business men on terminal leave and serbroke up and he crowd stopped loans).
vicemen who are hospitalized
its chatter to hear the verdict
Three-quarters of the way pending final discharge.
Whether Ws one or ten gallons, you get more
—innocent.
If you're a veteran and want
down on the back of the appli"Democracy," commented the cation form is a
box headed a GI loan, don't write the Vetfor your money at Cornick's!
judge, as he watched the sleepy "Must be
signed by the veteran." erans Administration about it.
crowd head out on the long It reads
The
VA
lends
no
money.
The
(a) "I declare I do not
roads home.
PisTre
4
1 trr
have an application pending for place to go is your local bank or
Ethyl Gas
18.6¢ gal.
a loan for purposes stated herein; trust company.
Cadiz Road
Princeton, K .
Tell the loan section of your
(b) I previously have used my
Circulation Builder
White
Gas
161
/
2¢ gal.
Dillion, S. C.—AP—The Dil- guarantee benefit for other loan bank that you want to borrow
Kerosene
9
/
1
2¢ gal.
money
under
the
GI
Bill
of
or
loans
as follows: $
lion Herald claims a record for
for
its No. 1 newsboy. Hugh C. Jack- real estate; $
for non-real Rights and show your honorable
discharge. After the loan has
son, 56, averages street sales of estate.
Mechanical and Tire Service
Then follows the request to been made, the VA will guaranicarson
600 copies an issue, about 20
percent of the paper's circula- the administrator for endorse- tee a certain portion (not to exNew Tires, Tubes and Wheels — All Types
' for
tion in this county seat town of ment of honorable discharge or ceed 50%) of it. The guarantee
cartificate of eligibility for what- simply acts as security for the
5,000.
ever the amount of the requested lender and thus makes it easier
for you to get your loan.
guarantee happens to be.
ear
More than 76,000 G/ loans have
Below is the space in which the
Incorporated
veteran will put his John Henry. already been made. They repIt's as simple as that, and a far resent a guarantee conunitment
/
2 millions. To
exclusively yours
cry from the old, complicated of almost $1331
form which had lenders and date VA has paid to lenders a
veterans tearing their hair out sum of $42,673 on 51 loans which
have resulted in claims.
by the roots.
Here are some other new and
a •• • • • •
•
simpler regulations:
The only authority vested in
VA is that of appointing local
Popsi-Cola Coupes% Lose island CUL N.Y.
appraisers to see that the price
ranchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
of the property involved in the
loan is "reasonable."
It used to be "reasonable and
norrnaL" Since few values today are "normal," many otherwise sound loans could not be
made.
The veteran's honorable discharge now automatically becomes his certificate of eligibility. He does'nt have to apply to
the VA for one.
Veterans who have no honorable
discharge still have to make application to VA for the certificate of eligibility. The VA takes
a keen look at the conditions
surrounding his discharge, and
if they are not dishonorable a
certificate is issued.
The new loan regulations also
do these things:
1. Increase the amount of the
guarantee to $4,000 on all real
estate loans. The maximum used
to be $2,000.
2. Extend the time during
which veterans may take advantage of their GI loan privileges •
from two to 10 years after the
official end of the war.
a.
f
3. Extend the period in which
loans must be repaid to 25 years
for home loans and 40 years for
Sale to be held on Highway 85 between Shawneetovrn, fll. Fersy and Sturgis,
farm loans.
4"
one mile south of Junction 56-85, at our farm in Union County. This was the
r :I
4. Provide for the VA to infirst county in the United States to eradicate scrub sires. We and our fellow
sure loans, instead of guaranHereford breeders, are striving to improve the purebred sires.
of the aggregate of loans made
teeing them. VA can insure 15%
by any one leader to any number of veterans. VA says this
plan should broaden the scope
BPS OUTSIDE GLOSS WHITE is made to stay white,
of assistance .o veterans.
clean and ariradive for many years.
5. Allow the cost of a lot „on
Bulls From Lovell's Are Heading Herds In Eight States

Concrete
Blocks

fin

Hopkinsville

Ky.III-Products

omen's

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

R. B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.

John E. Young Agt

U. L. LOVELL & SONS

4 * Planning to Redecorate? * *
COME TO THE BPS PAINT STORE

Fourth Annual Auction
of

• Lovell's Herefords
HENSHAW, KY.

"IS MORE"

THAN AN ORDINARY PAINT
IT STAYS WHITE and PROTECTS LONGER

Tues., Mar.26, 1946, 1 P.M.

3
1 _ 11,3

featuring: Anxiety 4th MIR and Hazlett Bloodlines

•,Holds its Gloss and does not yellow or 'gray'
from atmospheric conditions..
- lv'WitD ytglitrirwhifett-Wflfririfrigi:Off yo‘01.,

111CTIONEERS:_Earllarten and Localikuotioneers
*"i:

ifr.et"aria the-niOit OttractiVe.
• Use BPS Foundation Coat White for the First
Coat'... it has remarkable hiding qualities.

Only

$325

PER GAL

NEW BEAUTY WITH PATTESSON-SAROINT PAINTS

McGough Paint 81 Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Point Store"
Princeton, Ky.

W. Court Square

Phone: 762

Is your car, truck or tractor radiator heating or leaking/

-

If so, don't punish your
motor further. Let us clean
and repair it the modern way.

U.1. Lovell & Sons

Satisfaction guaranteed.

Sisk Motor Co.
leih and Clay It.
Mos SO
HOPKINSVILLS

5r.,opnllle, and Torn Carter, Marion
Will consign cattle to this sale.

Renshaw, Kentucky

•

I.*. A _LI •

•

• ••••••••
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Paducah Put On
C And S Airr lineTo

Home From New Orleans

Capt. and Mrs. J. E. Mann
and little son, Carter Garrett,
are visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Carter, W. Market
21-Passenge Planes
street, enroute to their home in
Be Used In NorthChicago following Captain
Mann's discharge from the Army
South Service
Paducah (A)—Regularly sche- last week. They had been living
duled air line service will be- in New Orleans, where he was
gin from the Paducah municipal stationed.
airport April 1, It was announced
here by the Chicago and South- Executor's Notice
emn Air Lines.
Persons knowing themselves
The air lines will inaugurate indebted to the estate of the
' commercial service here with late W. P. Spickard, please
one flight daily in each direc- make settlement on or before
tion, on its established Detroit- April 10, 1946, and those having
Memphis-Houston route. Twenty- claims against said estate will
one passenger Douglas DC-3 be required to present same
planes will be used.
properly proven on or by same
Improvements undertaken by date.
the city-county airport board to Mrs. Stella Spickard, Executrix,
3t
W. P. Spickard estate
fit the field for commercial fly• ing will be completed before the
end of the month, it was said
Friday.

New DX Motor Oil Announced At Dinner
Meeting Of Dealers At Evansville

11.1.111111111111.1111111.11111111111111111011.11µ1111.11111.11111.111 iiiii111111/III,

One of the industry's largest and most modern solvent extraction units, at the Mid-Continent refinery.

the opening of a

Swedish Massage Parlor
I am a graduate of The College of Swedish
Massage, Chicago, Ill.

.1.11111111.11•11M11.01411lllllll11110111111111•111.11111.111111/11.11161110

Masonic Meetings

Grow Swiss Chard
For Chick Greens

Educators Will
Meet At Murray

with an
To provide chicks
green feed,
ample supply of
recomgrow swiss chard, is the
experts
poultry
of
mendation
College of Agriat the Kentucky
Economics.
culture and Home
greens,
Planted in rows as for
broken off
be
may
leaves
the
to conand the plants allowed
tinue to grow.
wastScarce feed will not be
water
ed if plenty of feed and
feedspace is provided, if good
are
spillage
avoid
which
ers
filled
used and if they are not
to full.

Murray, March 19 — Educe,
tors and specialists from Ohio
State University, University of
Kentucky, Western Kentucky
State, George Peabody College,
Murray State College, the State
Department of Education, Tennessee Valley Authority, and
West Kentucky will address a
Conference on Teacher Education to be held Saturday, April
6, at Murray State College, Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, Murray presiBombay is the center of India's
dent, announced Tuesday. Theme
industry.
cotton
of the conference will be "Improving Living Through the
Schools".
The State Department of EduMicheal Douglas is the 7cation is sponsoring the study
Capt. and
in seven colleges in Kentucky,. months-old son of
County and city superintendents, Mrs. Melvin Koltz, Shelbysupervisors, high school and ele- ville, Ind. Mrs. Koltz is the
mentary teachers from 12 West former Jewell Mitchell, daughKentucky counties will be espec- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Hyland
ially invited to the meeting at Mitchell, Route 3.
Murray. Marshall county will
Parchment was invented about
be the "cooperating county" in
190 B. C.
the project.

Announcement of the new DX motor oil, designed to meet
postwar motor needs in superior fashion, was made at a dinner
meeting of DX distributors at Evansville Tuesday night, attended by W. L. Mays, Ross Lockhart, Roy Rowland, Shellie Dunn
and W. L. Mays, Jr., of Princeton, and 500 other Mid-Continent
Petroleum Company dealers and workers.
R. W. McDowell, vice president of the company, made the announcement about the new motor fuel which, he said, is a product of the comnany's war effort in which the great Mid-Continent refinery was requested by the government to aid in development of new aviation oils. This new oil, McDowell said, is made
from the "heart" or "center" cut of fine paraffin base crudes and,
consequently, has high heat resistance, is free from "light ends"
which are lost in vaporization.
The new motor oil also has a high viscosity index, which
means better lubrication qualities under all operating conditions,
and its rich, natural oiliness is retained by the patented process
used by Mid-Continent. In addition, the new oil is strengthened
or "staminized by new chemical compounds called "additives,"
to minimize sludge and corrosion.

Clinton Lodge will hold
called meeting 7 p. m. 140
March 18th, to confer the
degree. Also a meeting 7 p.
Friday, March 29th, 1946, to
ter the Muter Mason's d
Brothers take notice via
brothers welcome.
Earl Adams, master
G. W. Towery, secretary

Masonic Meeting
Clinton Lodge No. 82 will
a call meeting 7 P.M. Th
March 21st 1946, to confer
first degree. Brothers take
tice.
Earl Adams, master
G. W. Towery, secretary

We can save you plenty on fender repairs, overhaul jobs, welding auto and farm machinery.
Mechanic work Guaranteed Service at lower

DeLUXE ITALIAN STYLE SPAGHETTI,

Having severed my connections with the
firm of Wylie & McClelland, Incorporated, I take
this opportunity to express my personal appre-

No. 303 can

BEANS

Sunny Clime Stringless

GREEN BEANS
Heinz, Clapp's or Gerber's Strained

.11,

BABY FOOD can 7¢, 2 cans

IX

No. 2 can

ciation to my many friands and customers who
so generously supported the firm during my

'Smoothest leather fairivirr fløl
In antique tan that "gots with ay.
thing"...NO•MARK RUBBER SOL

association with it.

WHEAT'

12 oz. package

VAN CAMP'S (without beans)

Chili Con Carni

17 oz. jar 29(

LACE Panel Curtains. Federated
lt
Store
controlled
HELM'S pullorum
chicks—immediate delivery—
holder four worlds' records
bulletins—Helm's
—brooding
HATCHERY — across from
hitchyard—Princeton.
JUST Received shipment of
Pumps and Sandals in Brown,
Patent and Brown and White.
1t
Federated Store
FOR SALE—Two new General
Electric milk and koot4le coolers. Home Electric and HeatSprings,
ing Co., Dawson
ltp
Ky.

FOR SALE-20 ewes; 18 lambs;
1 ram; one pair Stewart clippers with motor; , one seed
cleaner (power-driven Vac0-Way). Near Barnes Store on
Wilson Warehouse Road.
ltp
Everett. Creasey.

BUY CHICKS NOW.—.Early
chicks produce early fall layers. Early chicks produce broilers for early high-priced
markets. Paramount Hatchery,
tf
Eddyville, Phone 3062.

CHICKS EARLY.—
ORDER
Avoid delays in delivery. See
the chicks you are buying.
Book orders now. Blood-tested,
U. S. Approved Pullorum controlled. Paramount Hatchery,
tf
Eddyville, Phone 3062.
FOR SALE—Living room suite,
2 bedroom suites, cherry dropleaf table and chairs; other
household articles. 409 Maple
It
Ave. TeL 393-J.
DRAPERYS in solid and stripes.
It
Federated Store,

Have you tasted a pink grapefruit lately? They come from Texas
and are at their peak right now. They are picked ripe and shipped to
us the same day, so that they are full of juice, pink in color and have
a milder, sweeter taste than the regular grapefruit.
They are inexpensive too, only 8144 per pound.
• — tr 'calor -anci-TreVeFF:taTti-a,--saladr-deiriRraNtttrairkrati pretty...
,•
to look at as well as delicious to eat,
Fresh ripe tomatoes, bell peppers, carrots, beets, cucumbers, spring
onions, turnip greens, radishes, etc.
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

RED

A

\ E TIME
--U

FRONT

BUY CHICKS NEAR HOME.—
Avoid chilling. Place orders
now. All popular breeds from
carefully selected flocks. Paramount Hatchery, Eddyville,
tf
Phone 3062.
FOR SALE-2 mares, 4 years
old, sorrel, 18% hands high,
good condition. Harness broke.
Bird McChesney, 2 miles west
on Dawson Highway 82. 24)
17i cottonln
.
PAJAMA ch
blue and green. Federated
it
Store
FOR SALE—Two-room house on
large lot; Maple Ave. Write
Mrs. Hazel Turpin Coleman,
306 S. Fourth St., Boonville,
2tp
Ind.

Now—it's just a penny in a piggy bank.
But soon his piggy will be full. Then the
pennies will be taken to a real savings bank.
There they will accumulate and grow
into dollars. Because the bank can put
your son's dollars to work, he will receive
interest. Then someday he can take his
"money out of the bank and start a little
business of his own choosing.
let.14.irtikwjl.liS.,31A4mgartitniistatiteirr.
farther. He is supplying an essential public
need and is a success. But he requires
money with which to expand. His friends
invest their savings and a corporation is
formed. The enlarged business provides

additional employment, pays its share of
city, county, state and federal taxes, helps
build the community.
This is the story of business-managed
electric companies like Kentucky Utilities
Company. Many of its 12,000 owner-stockholders are Kentuckians. And it gives
employment to 1,100 good citizens.
* *
..,
01.11l

Liasay

Ir-fT10113C1741:thitiOngaiNtlitir—

the story also of our whole American
economic system, with its highest of all
living standards. By preserving it, we
continue to open doors of opportunity for
all little boys and girls with piggy banks

FOR SALE—Army seep; good
condition. See Cowboy Sewell',
ltp
Maple Ave.

B. sure to wear

sensible
shoes with firm arches when
working around the house, to
prevent falls and lessen fatigue.

open.
of 27504
reconve
o
• ijk_day
strike, will

Geseral
*C. I. O.
igd Ma
100,
G. M. w
816.5 per
the eve
This
is ford,
bomb'
pm% for
an

STRONG, vigorous rhubarb
roots. 6 for $1. A. H. Temple2t
ton, florist.

KELLOGG'S SHREDDED

Cost

'sod a fa
same

BABYS' soft sole 'shoes in white.
It
Federated Store
BROOK'S (with Tomato Sauce)

;

5,000 Ge
General
erkers Wi
This W
Auwigi
nt of
•against
•eal El

Detroit
few hours
the 57-daY
waS
175,000 s
workers
wage
cent

One way of stretching your
butter supply is to serve cot- BABY CHICKS — Good quality.
tage cheese mixed with a dash
Send for price list and save
of caraway. This is especially
money. Worthwhile Chicks,
good as a spread for dark bread.
101 W. North Ave., Baltimore,
It
Maryland.

ready, prepared, delicious and very economical. Extra special price.
joy it while it lasts.

le CO

sales
sido

Pfc Elmer H. Brown
Is Awarded D. S. C.
Pfc Elmer Hamilton Brown,
Jr., 22, a native of Provo, has
received the Distinguished ..gervice Cross "for extraordinary
heroism in action in the Southwest Pacific area, April 20, 1945."
He was within several hundred
yards of Pyle when the correspondent was killed on le Shima.
Brown suffered an abdominal
wound, received from a Jap
sniper on Okinawa, May 13, 1945,
and has received a medical discharge. He was in service 28
months. His mother is a cousin
of Mrs. Fred Taylor, whom he
has visited here several times.

11011IS

INCORPORATED

Helping You Save Pennies Through Low Cost, Dependable Electric
Service

41.11,... I

PRINCETE
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75,000 General Motors
nd General Electric
orkers Will Return To
bs This Week
My Associated Press)

of long-standing
General Motors
against
kes
General Electric came ..last
kend, opening the way for
the
rn ot 275,000 workers to
of reconversion.
Mothe 113-day old General
strike, which cost an estited 91,000,000,000 in lost
es, sales and commissions
cut the automotive industry's
•\Action schedules to one sixth
advance estimates, was settled
Detroit.
• few hours later, settlement
the 57-day General Electric
pate was announced.
he 175,000 striking C. I. 0.
granted
o workers were
urly wage boosts of 18%
ts—one cent below the figure
mmended by President Truand a fact-finding board.
he same increase-18% cents
hour—was agreed upon by
General Electric Company
d the C. I. 0. United Electrical
cho and Machine Workers, resenting 100,000 G. E. emyees.
The G. M. wage boost reprets a 16.5 percent increase and
kes the average hourly wage
.30%. This compared with
.39 for Ford, which granted an
-cent hourly wage increase,
$1.32% for Chrysler, which
thorized an 18% cents in• ase.
Authoritative sources in the
tomotive industry estimated
e strike cost the industry
,000,000 in unfilled orders,
bor 9150,000,000 in unearned
ages, car merchandise.s $1501,000 in new car commissions
d another 9100,000,000 lost in
e plant maintenance, salaries
engineers, lost commission on
cars, etc.
In Washington, Secretary of
bor Schwellenbach described
e settlement as "the most sig' leant" of any reached during
rrent disputes and would perthe country to make "long
rides" in reconversion.
ttlerrient

A

Poll Shows Public
Wants OPA Price
Control Continued

To Appear In Princeton Tonight

tion's Worst
ike Comes To
d; Cost Billion

Churchill Visits New York

80 Percent Of Persons
Interviewed Think
Agency Has Done Excellent, Fair Job
(By L. A. Cassidy)
Since the beginning of OPA
it has been charged that the
agency was made up of a small
group of a wilful minority trying to force its thinking on the
Majority. Therefore results of a
recent Gallup poll, just released,
are interesting. A coast to coast
survey made by more than 200
trained interviewers asked this
simple question: The present
price ceiling law ends in June.
Do you think the price ceiling
law should be continued, or
Should it end in June? Seventythree percent thought it shoUld
Lexington, desbe continued; 31 percent thought
Shown above is a portion of the a Cappella choir of .Transylvania College,
preIt should end in June, and six
cending the steps a Morrison Hall at the school. The '42-voice organization Will be
High
percent had no opinion.
sented in concert in Princeton at 1:20 o'clock, Thursday night, Mardi 21, at tutler
of the
In this survey white collar
auditorium. Anna French, daughter of Mrs. Ethel French, Princeton, is on the left
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
Jones,
voted 5 to 1 for extenJimmy
workers
picture.
the
in
bottom
two girls in the third row from the
sion; professional and business
Tom Jones, McNary street, Princeton, is student director of the choir.
men voted 3 to 1, manual workers 3 to 1, and farmers 2 to I
in favor of extension.
Eighty percent of those inFrank Faught was the week- terviewed thought OPA had
By Dorothy Brasher
guest of Edwin Moore at done an excellent, very good,
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Butts end
Per Capita Supply Next and son, of Camp Breckenridge, the home of his parents, Mr. and fair or fairly good job, 13 perMoore, of Grove cent thought OPA had done a
were the guests of her parents, Mrs. Raymond
Three Months Slightly
Center.
poor job; and seven percent
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bucklew SunMr. and Mrs. Charles T. Tay- had no opinion.
Smaller
day afternoon.
the weekend with Mrs.
Henry J. Kaiser, one of AmerWashington, March 19 — The
Mrs. John Ackridge returned lor spent
Mount Car- ica's leading industrialists, apsaid home from Paducah Saturday Everett Binkley, of
Department
Agriculture
mel, Ill.
pearing before the House BankTuesday the sugar shortage may where she has been a patient in
Mrs. Mary Perkins was the ing Committee, plead for a year's
Hospital.
Riverside
the
continue into 1947.
guest of Mrs. Mary continuation of OPA. In his plea
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore and weekend
It reported that the per capi- daughter, Bonita, of Princeton, Goheen at the home of her par- Mr. Kaiser told Congress that
ta civilian supply during the were dinner guests of his par- ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Goheen. if price controls were abolished
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Blackburn immediately, he would have to
April-June quarter will be slight- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore
and son, Malcolm, and Mr. and raise prices as high as he could
ly smaller than in the corres- Sunday.
Mrs. Paul West were in Gilberts- in his
ponding quarter last year.
25 industries; but that
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Riley
The department allocated civi- and son, of Evansville, are visit- ville Sunday.
the next step after a year or
Goheen
Myrl
and
Mrs.
Mr.
lians 1,385,000 tons for the com- ing his mother, who is suffertwo would be retrenchment with
ing quarter. While this is 28,- ing from a slight stroke at the visited relatives in Cadiz Sun- curtailed production and dis)00 tons more than was distribut- home of Mr. and Mrs. Hampton day.
charge of labor, that the reason
ed under rationing during the Career.
we ale not going ahead faster
departthe
year,
quarter last
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Fuller Hybrid Corn Pays Well
is fear—that we are afraid of
ment explained that on 'a per who were married recently in
Dennie Tibbs, 4-H club mem- inflation. Mr. Kaiser stated urcapita basis, the supply will be San Francisco, Calif. were guests ber in Metcalfe . county, last ther that if OPA is abolished
smaller because the civilian pop- of his mother, Mrs. T. N. Fuller, year produced 85 bushels of corn he would be forced to boost his
increased enroute to Detroit, where they on an acre of ridge land which
been
has
ulation
own prices because he would
more than 8,000,000, largely by will make their home.
ordinarily does not produce more have to bid at auction for the
demobilization.
Miss Gladys Ruth Moore and than 15 bushels. He planted Ky. materials he uses in his indusKenneth Moore were guests of 103 hybrid seed. Young Tibbs tries—that this process of spiralOne thousand farm ponds have their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray- was one of 44 4-H'ers in the ling prices all through the econthe
been constructed in Boone coun- mond Moore, of Grove Center, county to get seed through
omy would spell inflation of
hybrid seed loan.
last weekend,
ty in the past five years.
disastrous proportions and ruin
• 9:• for the great mass of mankind
;91
has only limited purwhich
chasing power. Remember, this
statement was not made by an
economist or the spokesman for
(Please turn to Page Three)

Fredonia News

Sugar Shortage
Into 1947 Seen

FOR SALE

•

Emergency Food
Program Managers
Named For County
Will Help Speed Job
Of Supplying Needs
Under Famine
Relief Setup

Secretary of Agriculture Clinton P. Anderson has designated
state directors of the Production
and Marketing Administration
a n d chairman of t h e County
Agriculturial Conservation committees as state and county
emergency food program managers, according to Curtis E.
George, AAA county chairman.
Function of these program
managers is to help speed the
job supplying food under President Truman's Famine Relief
program. They will enlist the
cooperation of state and county
USDA councils, citizen's organizations and food trades to help
chur.
Winston
—
NEW YORK GREETS VHIJRCHILL IN RAIN
carry out the program on a
chill, former prime minister of Great Britain, sits atop rear seat voluntary basis. They will set
of an open automobile in New york City in the rain, He was specific local food Com.lerv?lion
officially welcomed to the city. by Mayor William O'Dwyer. goals and wo;* gUt vonservatioR,
(AP Wirephoto)
WieaSures adapted to local conditions, Mr. George said.
1Farm Leases Are
The USDA councils are made
Recommended By College up of heads of agricultural agenbut not limited
Farmers and tenants alike will cies including
agencies in the
department
to
in
value
of
form
find a leasing
drawing tug) renting arrange- States and counties.
Secretary Anderson called atShirts, Shorts, Dresses
ments, even though they do not
to the importance of protention
of
formality
the
through
go
Available
To Be
food through gardening .
ducing
economists
farm
signing it, notes
Soon, Hope
production
at the Kentucky College of Agri- and meeting farm
Washington—AP—The govern- culture and Home Economics.
goals, as well as conserving exhigher
food, partiment has authorized
Following, in general, the lo- isting supplies of
prices for cotton textiles in a cal customs already established cularly wheat products and food *
move designed to increase pro- with reference to good farm fats and oils.
The local food goals are exduction of scarce clothing.
practices, the lease calls to mind
OPA said the upward adjust- those points which should be pected to represent the estimatment for textile mills mean high- brought up for discussion. If ed additional amounts of wheat,
er retail prices for shirts, shorts signatures are attached, identical food fats and oils which can bet
and pajamas, dresses and work copies should be kept by each of made available for foreign restate
clothing.
the two parties. Copies of Farm lief by the people of each
by
The agency announced no new Lease, Misc. 141, are available and county (in some cases
retail prices but an OPA spokes- without charge from offices of smaller areas) through the speall
man *said the cost of shirts and county agents or from the col- cial conservation efforts of
men, women and children.
dresses probably will go up 10 lege, Lexington.
The managers and councils
to 15 cents. Retail prices for
will seek, through the coopersshorts will be increased seven or
Five Brother Vets
tion of local organizations, to
eight cents, he added.
have background and objectives
OPA said the new program Go Back To School
of the program placed before
should encourage output of clothDecatur, Ill.—AP—Five Hoping In lower price lines and kins brothers—Robert, Quentin, the entire population personally.
thus make it unnecessary for Gerauld, David and Rex—put
the public to buy expensive gar- education at the top of their Air Age Produces
ments because no others are priority list when they were reA Balloon Hound
available.
leased from the armed forces.
Claremont, N. H. —AP —A
In a companion move, the Now all of them are enrolled at
weatherwise pup located a U.S.
Civilian Production Administra- James Millikin University.
weather balloon released from
tion ordered mill operators to
shift a large number of looms to plies of basic staples used in the weather bureau station in :
production of fabrics required mass production of essential ap- Des Moines, Iowa. The balloon
had traveled an airline distance
parel and other items."
for ineXpensive garments.
CPA estimated that its action of 1,100 miles before it came to
CPA said "thousands of such
looms have been turning out would increase by at least fifty rest on the farm of Robert
fancy and less important types percent last year's low produc- Allard. It was discovered by
Allard's dog.
of cloth, thus cutting into sup- tion of necessary fabrics.

OPA Ups Prices
To Get Textiles

Choice Building Lots
_ and - •
Miniature Farms
FOr Home Sites
Located on the old Fairgrounds section of the Princeton-Cadiz Highway,
gently rolling Bluegrass sodded Land,
unsurpassed Pure Fresh air,an Ideal
Place to Build a Home.
These Lots will NOT be Sold
at Auction!
Make appointment to Visit this Site
soon while some of the best locations
are* Ill available& Many- of litiese lets
have already been gbld. Rare Opportunity!

2.98 to 4.98
l'OP ZIPPER'EA.
Here's one of our bestloved styles, in plastic or
simulated leathers.

ROOMY POUCH BAG

John E. Young

So -good for a carry•all,
yet so dainty, too, you'll
want one this spring!

REAL ESTATE •S; INSURANCE

This bag, in red, tan, or
navy, will be a gay note in
your spring costume.

Princeton, Ky.

Phone 25
•

Mims

TO PUNCTUATE
YOUR SPRING
WARDROBE

4

4

•

&&&&&&&&

108 So. Harrison St.

THE ENVELOPE SAG

FOR SPRING
WITH NEW JACKETS
9.90 10.90
Yeit'll mix th•sn and mai
them with v.rious ski
and lo, your wardrobe
doubled I Spring pleicl
checks and eelid oolors tel
sett or _tailored litokuks.
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Friendship News

By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
Mrs. John Cook and daughter
were in Princeton Tuesday on
business.
Otho Storms and family were
guests of Aubrey Vickery and
A fund for the work of the year. And the days completely
family last Saturday.
'Kentucky Development Associa- lost are only a small part of
Aubrey Vickery and family
tion in bringing industrial plants the story. Subnormal health
have moved from the Archie
to the State was oversubscribed. lowers efficiency tremendously,
Hamby farm to the farm of
Business men are willing to which automatically reduces proGuy Ladd.
pay for trying to regain Ken- duction.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hooper,
States with better living and
tucky's place in the industrial
of Dawson Springs, have been
working conditions attract the
sun.
visiting relatives here recently.
That is encouraging, but we best workers, as a rule, giving
J. T. White was attending in
considerable
manufacturers
a
can't go forward industrially so
court in Princeton last week.
plants.
Kentucky
advantage
over
long as our schools, our public
' Howard DeBoe and Isaac McMany small manufacturers
health service and other human
Cormick attended the sale at
welfare institutions are a dis- come to Kentucky with the hope
the Blackburn farm near Frecheaper
labor
than
of
getting
grace to the Commonwealth.
donia last week. •
And by the same process of they would have to employ in
Mrs. Orland Newson went to
reasoning, our social welfare in- northern states. Ninety-five per
Hopkinsville last week for a
stitutions are largely dependent cent of the 260,000 industrial
physical check-up.
upon industrial growth, because workers in Kentucky are in
Mrs. Lowell Haile, Mrs. Urey
industry produces wealth and plants employing less than 100
C6ok and Mrs. T. J. McCargo
But
with
health
and
taxes must come from those who people.
were visitors at Mrs. Orland
educational standards as low as
have money.
Newsom's last Wednesday after•
•
they are, industrialists may not
noon.
During the few days of pretty
Recently a young man with get cheaper labor after all. Lowweather last week farmers got
an agricultural college degree er wages maybe, but inferior
off on a good start at various
and ample capital told me he labor. Many of our best native
Jobs and quite a lot of ground
was thinking of going to anoth- workers go to other states because schools, health service and
,
was broken.
er state to buy a farm.
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson
"Why leave Kentucky?" I ask- living conditions generally are
ed him. "We have good soil. It better, and where factories are CARDS OUTFIELD BACK FROM WAR — Considered by veteran baseball observers to be the were visiting relatives here last
is a bit run down, but basically , large enough to provide plant finest outfield in the National baseball league, this trio, back from the armed services is round- week-end
medical service and higher comMr. and Mrs. Claud Storms
it is all right."
ing into shape for the 1946 campaign in St. Petersburg, Fla. Left to right: Enos Slaughter, and family were guests of Otho
"I have small children," he pensation insurance.
(AP
Wirephoto)
Musialm
since
1944.
1942,
and
Stan
Moore
since
since
1942;
Terry
in
service
• • •
Storms and family last Sunday
replied, "and I want them to go
afternoon.
So, you see, the reforms, the
to first class schools. In this
Rio Sees Its First
Mr. and Mrs. William Galcounty the rural schools have improvements advocated by the
Sandwich Man
lagher have moved to their farm
a seven, months' term, and sal- Committee for Kentucky must
Rio De Janeiro—AP—During here which they purchased sevaries are too low for us to ex- go hand in hand with the kind
of industrial growth the Kena recent bank workers strike in eral weeks ago from R. P. Anpect good teachers."
drews.
That shut me up. Industrial tucky Development Association
Rio De Janerio, a new sight—
R. P. Andrews, after selling
the industry in the 1930's.
By Bill 'Powell
workers leave Kentucky factory is promoting.
man—appeared
on
sandwich
the
his farm here, moved to DeSeveral new varieties have
There are a few shortsighted
towns for the same reason. They
In Paducah Sun-Democrat
the streets as a picket. This troit several weeks ago and was
want better schools for their industrialists who think the revWith return of veterans to the been introduced—including the tactic, a common sight in more
week on business.
elations by the Committee - for farm, the strawberry industry in Tennessee Shipper and the Ten- industrialized countries, caused back here last
children.
and wife are tern• • 6
Kentucky hurt the state's good West Kentucky is taking on new nessee Beauty. The Shippers much comment as crowds watch- Mr. Andrews
porairly located in Detroit for
According to Health Commis- name beyond the boundary line. life and pre-war berry produc- ripen with Blakemores and the ed strikers walking around
a few months after which they
sioner Blackerby, eighty percent The truth is that teamwork be- tion figures may be on their Beauties ripen at Aroma har- with sandwich-type signs. One
will then go to their farm in
vest time.
of the industrially employed in tween all organizations interest- way back.
columist devoted a column in Missouri where a new and modThe extension service is not
Kentucky are without plant ed in a better Kentucky would,
W. W. Magill, fruit expert for
the afternoon paper 0 Globo,
medical or nursing service. Be- in a few years, give the state the agricultural extension ser- promoting production of the new to the innovation.
ix'
varieties
great
quantities
but
cause of poor sanitary conditions, more good publicity than any- vice, University of Kentucky,
surveyed the principal berry the agency is urging farmers to
and inadequate medical service thing imaginable.
give them a test.
We have been sweeping our producing counties of the Purmainly, industrial workers lose
The west Kentucky berry acrean average of five days in a dirt under rugs long enough. chase and found wide-spread
aceage now is only about 35 per
rheumatic. uthri,
If you suffer from
planting of new berries.
this &insole
tis or
neuritis pain, try
"It appears that west Kentucky cent normal. Last year the acre- inespereive borne recipe that thousand.
of
Att.!:
are
using.
Get
a
package
age
was
even
lower,
yet
the
restrawberry acreage is coming
Compound, a 2 weeks' supply today. Mix
back to where it belongs," Mr. turns from the limited crop it with a titian of water, add the
equaled incomes for many of juice of 4 lemons. It's 'my, pleasant
Magill asserted.
and no trouble at all. You need only 3
tablemoonfula two times a day. Often
Interest in the industry has the boom years.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
The berry harvest will start within 48 bouts — sometimes over•
been strengthened to some exnight — splendid
remits
are
obtained.
Phone 560
in mid-May.
If
the
pain.
do
not
quickly
kayo
tent, Mr. Magill said, by last
and if you do not feel better, Rik&
Authorized Representative of
will
coat
you
nothing
to
try
as
it
is
year's high prices, farmers are
Ohio Valley TerrnInlx Corporation
mid by your druggist under an absoNice four-room dwelling; located on Brown beginning to realize the straw- Reporters Have Wings
lute
money-back
guarantee.
Rik Ea
London, Ontario —(JP)— The Compound
is
for
gde
and
recommended
by
berries will be a profitable enLondon Free Press has purehased
DAWSON'S DRUG STURE
street. See or call
terprise in coming years, he dea five-passenger aircraft for the
clared.
use of its editorial staff in news
Even if prices should drop
gathering. The craft will be
below present levels, the induspiloted by a reporter with nine
try still would be favorable.
years' flying experience.
Last year the district growers
Insurance and Real Estate
received top prices of $7.80 a
crate for their berries and this
S. Harrison St.
Phone 25 year the Office of Price Admin- Benefit wooderfully from
famous
istration has promised to raise
Have you seen the shipment of pianos Harry
doctor's
discovery
that
relieves
the ceiling to $8.88 a crate.
Isackadio,
res-dovra
feeliag
due
Edwards,
426 So. 6th, Paducah, has just reThe $7.80 rate was the highest
to excess acidity is the urine
in history and although acreage
ceived? He has all kinds and all finish. If
was slim the area's growers Reeple everywhere aro finding amazing
relief treat pahaful symptoms of
you want a piano, see them right away. They
realized a good income from the brritation caused by sitcom aciditybladder
112 the
urine. DR. KILMER'S SWAMP ROOT
are
going fast,
1945 crop.
acts foal a tie kidneys to ease discomfort
pramby sa othig the flew of urine. This pure
Mr. Magill believes the berry
medicine fa especially welcome
industry will feel the effects of where bladder irritation due to excess
acidity la responsible for "getting up at
the high level of other industries, Mere.
A carefully blended combination
and good wages for at least of le herbs. roots, vegetables. balsam; Dr.
Kileser's contains nothing harsh, is abthree years. Berry growers have seiled}, nea.kabit forealag. Just good ingredients Omit loamy people 'ay Wive a
every reason to anticipate good IIMIII041111411
426 S. 6th St.
Pr" ter tree. prepaid sample TODAY!
Income from berries planted this
Me thousands of *Chore you'll be glad
Phone
4431
Paducah, Ky.
spring and this, more than any- •that yea dtd. Send name and
addle. to
A. Kilmer & Co., Inc., Box
thing else, will be a shot in the :
11M Stamf
ord, Conn. Offer limited. Send
issford.
arm for the berry industry, Mr. at once. All druggiets sell Swamp Root.
Magill said.
and
Favorable weather recently
also has aided farmers in the
planting of berries and many I
veteran growers and returned
service men have Made sizeable
Now sold by
settings in several counties.
"I believe the acreage in the
area of the McCracken County
Strawberry Growers Association
will be brought to a reasonably
high level for the 1947 picking,"

gENTZ/CY

ern house is being erected. Mr.
leaving here
Andrews before
Leader to
The
for
order
an
left
be sent to his new home and
also handed the Friendship news
writer a pleasing compliment on
our news column, through which
he expects to keep in touch of
his Friendship friends.
Mrs. J. M. Cook has been ill.
Friendship was pretty well
represented in Princeton the
third Monday.
Mr. Edd DeBoe, who has been
ill for quite a while, is slowly
improving.
James, little son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. Luther Hayes, is improving nicely at his home after
having his tonsils removed at
Jennie Stewart Hospital, Hopkinsville.

FLUSH KIDNEY URINE
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Phone 212
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have risen from 30% to 60%? Did you i
crease your insurance to cover this increa

MARK CUNNINGHAM
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN

How would you

CHART YOUR COURS
Pictured here are the records offour "life lines" of our
b •
whether it be a farm, a factory or a store. They are Wages,
:kis Costa, Prices, and Profits. Suppose thew were pet
what is going on in your own affairs. How would you chart
noes—four things which largely control the destiny of any

future course from these facts?

maw
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ItoPECTIONS FREE
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Announcement

DeLAVAL

Harry Edwards

Cream Sepirators

DeLaval Milking Machines

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS WORLD-FAMOUS PAINTS

CAYCE-YOST CO.

You can get Repair Parts and Service
Delaval Cream Separator Oil
DeLaval Milkers
Delaval Cream Separators
IN HOPKINSVILLE,

South Main Street
Farm Implement Department

Phone 44

'41

'44

pdinted out

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

that processing plants will seek
a heavy tonnage of Blakemore
berries for freezing. The freezing industry is expanding rapidly, he said, and will give district growers an opportunity to
sell their small berries, at the
tag-end of the picking season, for
good prices.
Blakemores again will be the
leading variety grown in the
Purchase but many farmers still
favor the Aroma, the chief variety during the boom days of

SCREEN ENAMEL

What about wages?
Wages have risen steadily for five
years. Before the strike which began on January 21 in- ten of our
plants and which has choked off
nearly all farm machinery production, earnings of employes of these
plants averaged $1.15X an hour,
not including any overtime. The
Union demanded a 34 cents per
hour increase and a Government
board has now recommended a
general increase of 18 cents an
hour, which would make average
earnings $1.33Si an hour. Weekly
average would be $53.40.

about prices?

There has been no general increase
in our prices since they were frozen
by the Government in early 1942.

"1,7

E
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ANNOUNCEMENT
We are happy to announce that we have been appointed
to sell in Princeton and Caldwell County, the new
Floorallt
ivisI
De:;:is
ikaP
t

Motor Cars.

No one seems to know how high
materials costa will go. The Government has increased steel prices
as much as $12.00 a ton, with an
average increase for all grades of
8.2%. Steel is the most important
material we buy, but prices on
other materials are also increasing.
What

fitrSda.aHy1.ERwaWehINing• WILAfi t

ciffand"nloor pable.
tlaiPi
eagvY
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-da
ro
tt
Y ?ad
'
tocti
diece:gf,.. your
Pc.rch bitting Pro- 125

Watch this paper for further announcement of location and
the first showing of the amwing entirely new 1947 models.
Phone 321

'44

41

'44,'es

Profit per donor of sole hoe &el
until In 1945 it was "nullity law than
"ON 91 wawa 8.4 tamp Ia 1941.

What about materials?

Mr. Magill asserted.
The fruit expert

LITTLE CtIANCIL_
•
too
'411

Since than a few small increases
have been allowed where particular machines were substantially
changed in design.
What

about profits?

Risk is part of the American profit
and loss system, so we do not, of
course, ask either our customers
or the Government to guarantee
that we can be certain of profits
each year. The chart tells the
story ofour profits during the war.
Although Harvester produced
more goods than ever before, it
had no desire to get rich out of war.
so our rate of profit bee steadily
gone ,down. What our 1946 profit
will be is extremely uncertain.

.4,44-kokstota,_
you

can see, our present situation is that with frozen prices
and declining profits, we are milked

to pay higher materials costs and
to make the biggest wage increase

in the history of the Company.
Can we do this?
Wages and materials consume
all but a few cents of every dollar
we take in. If our prices continue
frozen, and cost of wages and

materials continues to rise, o
ously our Company will be*i
operate at a loss at some porn
The exact point at which o
sting at a loss would start
matter of judgment. Govern
agencies and union leaders.
have opinions as to where
point is. But if they turn out
be wrong, they can shrug
shoulders and say:"Well,it w
my responsiblity. I didn't
the decision."
The management of this Co
pony calm( t and will net say t
It dares not gamble. It has to
sure. Continuation of our se
to millions of customers, the
tuns jobs of thousands of
ployes, and the safety of the
vestments of 39,000 stockhold
depend on our making as co
decision as is humanly possible.

What about future micu
farm machinery?
The judgmentof Harvester's
agementnow isthatwecannot BA
huge
incre
recommended by the Illiovernme
until the Government authori
adequate increases in the pri
of farm machinery to cover t
resulting increased costa.
That is not a judgment t
snakes us happy. The Compa
does not want to raise prices.
prefer to lower prices, when
sible, and we know our custom
prefer to have us do that. We ha
produced at 1942 prices,and ho
we could continue to do so.
have delayed seeking general pri
relief in the hope that it could
avoided. Now we are convin
that it cannot be avoided a
longer. The _price question mu
be settled. Until it is settled
do not see how we ean settle
wage question. Until the W
question is settled we do not

ly make the

wags

larty-aro

machines which we kno
fanner Customers need.
Because of the important sto
which both farmers and city dwel
era
in this controverity,
are bringing these matters to ye
attention. Through the crow co
rents of today's conditions, we a
trying to chart•course that is fe
to our employes, to our farm
customers,and to ourstockhold

have
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Takes A Sheriff
To Pinch A Sheriff

Letters To
Leader Editor

Winamac, Ind. — (A1— Who
takes a sheriff to jail when one
must go?
Judge Robert Thompson of the
Pulaski Circuit Court solved
that problem this week by ordering the sheriff of his own
county (Pulaski) to take Sheriff
Harold Smith of Cass County to
the state penal farm to be held
until he pays $600 ordered due
his divorced wife for support of
their two children.
Mrs. Smith's suit had been
transferred from Logansport in
Cass County to Winarnac.

shortn view of the present
and high cost of commernitrogen fertilizers, the Cole of Agriculture and Home
nomics suggests that legumes
wn Under the following
&To•
ditions, they will furnish all
a major portion of the nitroneeds for high crop yields:
Where conservation practiare carried out so that the
is not lost by erosion.
Fur of the South American
Where adequate supplies
gazelle is often dyed in the
lime, phosphate and potash United
States to resemble mink,
maintained for good growth
legumes as well as other sable, marmot or leopard.
all removed from the land for
ps
PETIOT ON TRIAL IN MASS
Where a livestock type of hay or pasture.
MURDER CASE—Dr. Marcel
followed
which
in
In
contrast
to the situation Petiot
ruing is
(above), 55-year-old
the
crops
are
just
described, farmers are told
t or all of
physician, wetit on trial in
to livestock, especially where that legumes usually are not Paris March 18, when
the
tional feed, not grown on sufficient and will have to be
supplemented with nitrogen fert- state unfolded a gruesome
farm is fed.
story of a charnel house of
Where manure and crop ilizer where soil fertility is lost
carefully
conserved
through'
erosion; where adequate charred bones and dismemberdues are
supplies of lime, phosphate and ed bodies involving perhaps
returned to the soil.
Where a relatively small potash have not been maintain- 63 bodies. (AP Wirephoto)
portion of the land is used ed to provide a good growth of
row crops, as compared to legumes or where the land is North For The Goose,
-growing legume and grass unsuited for legumes; where a South For The Gander
livestock system of farming is
PS.
Rockville Centre, N. Y.—AP—
Where a winter legume or not followed, and much of the William B. Hershey, looking
in and legume crop follows crops are sold from the farm; over his garden plot for early
mer annual crops, such as where manure and crop resi- sprouts, glanced up and thrilled
n, tobacco and lespedeza, to dues are not returned to the to a real sign of spring—two wild
uce leaching and erosion soil, or where the proportion of geese winging across the sky.
land in row crops is relatively
ring the winter months.
Then he realized what was
Where some of the legume large compared to legumes and wrong with the picture—the
ps are turned under and not grasses.
geese were flying south!
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WHEN
LET YOUR

TIME IS

OF THE ESSENCE

DUPLICATOR

Sow Ot94atey4riees —

HELP YOU

Vep As Sousa Iteeda

PEED-O-PRINT
DUPLICATOR
•7ease,
Sealed 1144C,
liii toprooloc• only.
Sins from pos1 card
Owl cam
I. log•I
So typ•d, drown,
MAW or pltoic.propheol
in •sNocil.

PLUS IXOSS TAX

REPRODUCE YOUR OWN—post card,letters, circulars, menus, bulelms, house organs,school forms, price list, sales letters, office forms,
di forms, etc. EASY TO OPf,RATE— nit DEMONSTRATION.

In Stock For Immediate Delivery
"Everything For The Office"

Stott No. 2

HOPKINSVILLIC KENTUCKY

Mt So. Main

Sale Of Franchise
Pursuant to resolution of the
Caldwell County Fiscal Court
duly adopted in regular session
March 12, 1946, I will, as County
Court Clerk, offer for sale to
the highest and best bidder at
public auction, for cash, at the
Court House Door in the City
of Princeton, Kentucky, on
March 30, 1946, at about the
hour of two o'clock P.M. a franchise and privilege to erect,
construct and maintain poles
and string wires and maintain
and operate an electric and power sgrvice line upon and along
the roads and highways and
the laterals thereof and thereto,
in Caldwell County, Kentucky.
Sale to be made for cash, the
highest and best bidder to deposit certified check or cash with
me immediately after the sale.
Said franchise is to be sold subject to the provisions and restrictions fully set out in the
resolution of the Fiscal Court
aforesaid.
PHILIP STEVENS,
Clerk of the Caldwell County
Court.
2t

t KEACH'S In Hopkinsville
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Poll Shows Public
Wants OPA

Frankfort, Ky.
March 18, 1946
Mr. G. M Pedley
Princeton Leader,
Princeton, Ky.
Dear Friend:
The !General Assembly has
completed action on the budget bill for the next two years,
and its fate now rests in the
hands of Governor Willis.
That bill contains an appropriation of $34,000 each year to
pay expenses of the division of
stateparks for general operating
purposes and an additional appropriation of $450,000 a year
for capital outlay for the parks.
From this sum will come the
money for the building of needed facilities at 'Kentucky Lake
State Park and the construction
MISSING SCHOOLGIRL —
of additional facilities for other
Suzanne Froedtery, 16-yearstate parks.
old daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The creation of a state park
system which could serve the Kurtis Froedtert of Milwaupublic well and aid in the de- kee, Wis., has disappeared
velopment of a profitable tourist from a girls' schctoi at Madiindustry in Kentucky would be son, Wis. ger teacher operates
assured by this appropriation. an extensive malting business.
The sum set up for building of (AP Wirephoto)
needed facilities at the parks
would come out of the surplus Good Lamb Crop
Singleton Hughes of Woodin the general fund, and not
from revenue from current taxes. ford county has 61 ewes, LincolnGovernor Willis has authority Corriedale cross, which dropped
under law to vote the entire 103 lambs this ,spring. Farm
budget bill or any part of it. I Agent Frank L. Satterwhite rebelieve that he will approve the ports that ground hay and moproposed appropriations for the lasses, oat bran and shelled
parks if he sees that there is corn were fed.
widespread support for them out
over the state.
Therefore, I hope you will
write the governor and ask him
to approve those appropriations.
I further suggest that you ask
other individuals and civic organizations in your community to
write the governor on this matter, to the end that we may be
assured of the success of the
park development program.
Yours very truly,
Henry Ward

(Continued from Page One)
a Government bureau but by
one Of the nation's big menufaeturers.
Mr. Kaiser also criticized the
National Association of Manufacturers for its campaign to
demand the removal of price
controls and charged that its
advertisements cannot be taken
to represent the unanimous verdict of its members.
It is apparent that people are
not concerned so much about
some small upward adjustments
that may have to be made as a
result of wage increases. Their
main concern is the fear that
controls may be lifted altogether
and prices allowed to go skyhigh. This fear is caused largely
by the picture of what is happening to real estate prices,
where there are no ceilings, and
in the stock market where like
conditions prevail.
A Louisville newspaper reporter who is also a veteran has
written of his quest for living
quarters. He gives two reports
that are interesting. A house
built in 1927 at a cost of $3200.00
was sold in the depths of the
depression for $1700.00 and is
listed for sale now at $3500.00.
Another house in a suburb is
listed for sale by the owner for
$13,500.00. An appraiser valued
this house at $7500.00 for a G. I.
loan.
It is well for all of us to
remember that over 100 million
of our 140 million people are in
favor of controlling prices to
avoid inflation. hut favoring
control is not enough—it is necessary to actually do something
about it. Check prices carefully
when buying; buy only the
things you actually need; and
continue to put your surplus
money into U. S. Victory Bonds.

.0
,•Bigger yields of fine, top
quality tobacco is the type
&3' of crop you can enjoy this
Johannesburg —(.4")— Leading
0 year if you use VIGORO.
authorities here believe there is
Vigoro produces the type
some foundation for stories that
there is a substantal treasure in
of tobacco that cures begugold and silver coins hidden on
, tifully into the kind of to.
the lonely island of Thistan da
Cunha, but the expedition now • bacco which commands
being fitted out in England to•the buyers' attention and
search for it will have to face
their top bids.
considerable difficulties.
"The rumor was well known
on the island," said A. B. Crawford, of Prestoria, who has just
returned from Tristan. "The
ancestors of the present islanders
knew the old pirate Lambert
well and knew he had home
source of hidden wealth because
SEE US NOWI
he often used to disappear into
the bush and return with
money."
The treasure is reputedly
worth $8,000,000 and is supposed
to be buried between two waterfalls near the settlement.

Brazil And Portugal
Patch Up Their Tongues

$8,000,000 In Pirate
Gold Is Sought

n

n

Ria De Janeiro —AP-- The
Portuguese and Brazilians, who
have as many—or perhaps more
—difficulties getting together
over their common language as
do the British and Americans,
have reached an agreement. Both
nations have just signed an accord over standard pronunciations and spelling, and the
Academy of Letters in each
country will sponsor adoption
of the common system.
Everybody reads The Leader!

Figures Majority
Don't Use Toothbrushes

Everybody reads The Leader!

SALEM
F. JONES

Chicago—AP—Dr. H. Berton
NAT idhl A
McCauley, a Washington, D. C.,
LIFE ANT.' '
dentist, says it's evident the ma•cctorNi /
AGENT
jority of Americans do not use
toothbrushes. In the Journal of 107 So. Seminary
the American Dental Association,
Dr. McCauley reports of the 185,- PHONE 401
PRINCET
300,000 toothbrushes manufactured in 1944, there were 106,000,000 for civilians after armed
forces needs were filled. He says
220,000,000 would have been required to supply with two
brushes yearly persons between
the ages of two and 60.
10051.1.1. /..il • /

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
Established
1907

SERVICE

CABS

"Not For A Day, But
For All Time."

3 Cars on Duty Day and Nite
Headquarters opposite
R. R. Depot and P'ton Hotel

We Stay and Pay

Courteous Treatment

"When you buy insur-

and

Efficient Service

PHONE

ance from this Agency,
you are bringing security home.

We go any where at any time

New B.F.Goodrich
Silvertown Tire

OUTWEARS
PREWAR TIRES
New "Road Level"
Tread puts more rubber on the road...
more rubber to share
• the wear. No wonder
you get more mileage,
better traction, more
skid -resistance, and
greater safety. Come
in today.

Coovesios. Terms Availabl•

Mitchell Implement Co.
Phone 242
E. Market St.

Princeton, Ky.'

HAN "Dontataisi C•124er mer0 TharaiR as

ABC at 9,50 P.M. LT.

B.F.Goodrich
FIRST IN RUBBER

New Dodge DeLuxe Four Door Sedan

Mitchell Implement
Company

A farmer in India is known
as a kisan.
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Page Three

Phone 242

Add distinction to your windows with these
neatly tailored curtains. Finished with 1inch side hems and 3-inch bottom hems.
Hemmed and headed at top,.ready to hang.
60 Design and Engineering
Changes in the New Dodge

Heavy servicable net curtain in
ecru. 76" finished length

Fine government net that wears so
well. Cream color. 84" finish. . .
White cotton marquiseHe that
launders so nicely. 85" finish
Heavy Rayon Net panels in Ecrue.

21
/
2 yards finished length

Beautifully tailored soft white ninon
Panels. 2/
1 2 yards finished length
Lnvely figured rayon panels in
r
- 1,41
'RFC&'finished length

1.95
3.45
4.85
3.89
4.98
•

Our colorful washable wallpaper will brighten up your house this spring. We have a wide
selection of patterns — from 9¢ per single roll
to 75¢ per single roll.

McGough Paint
and

Wallpaper Store

Standing out in the most distinguished company, the New
Dodge is smartly styled from this
massive new grille to its spacious
trunk. Headlamps and parking
lamps are more widely spaced in
new blended fenders to defuae
width of car.
Big car comfort throughout
marks the tasteful appointments
of the new interior trim, shown
here in the wide rear seat of the
New Dodge. Upholstery comes in
choice of rich broadcloth or deep
pile fabric.
starter push button on dash is
feature of new ins,triplie,E,psn_s4t7:-- :brightptritlytierprittretng,
easier-to-read instruments, new
chrome trim. New Safety Signal
Speedometer has improved warning colors on dial as well as on

Indicator arm.

DRAPERY SHOP

